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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 

This thesis concerns itself with the investi3a-

tion of cheating in 10 year old boys. In many ways it 

can be conceived as be:tng a relatively narrow study: a 

set of limiting experimental variables were tested., the 

data statistically analyzed and the concrete conclusions 

drawn; all within the rigid limits of the scientific-

methodological framework. However., the problem of 

cheating., an important one psychologically, was also 

used in this study as a vehicle to illustrate a more 

general methodological problem existing in studying 

children. 

The first studies of children's behavior, 

nearly a. hundred years ago., consisted in describing 

the child's behavior as seen by a parent: the era of 

anecdotes. Men like Preyer and Darwin observed their 

own children and wrote biographical sketches on what 

they thought went on. With the advent of the t1scientific-

method, 11 serious doubts about such data concerned men 

who were more empirically oriented. Still., until com-

paratively recently, most oi' those who wrote about 

children•s behavior and development were mainly 

concerned with speculative theories. The studies made 

by J.B. Watson., Gesell., Terman and others especially 



those who were interested in 'the mental development 

1novement I were greatly influ.entie.l in turning attention 

toward more measurable, emp1r:1cnlly ba~ed theories by their 

insistence on the obJeotivity of method and the minimizing 

of introspeot1on. This objective e.pproa.chhas led in many 

d:tfferent directions and from it has evolved a. large mass 

of information, knowledge anci som~ understanding of 

children. To undertake the tracing of all the trends 

evolving from these d.lverse methods and concepts would 

go beyond the pt1rpoae of this study and would necessitate 

a dissertation on the history of child psychology {l). 

In an attempt to eross ... cut the many problem.a and 

trends appearing in tode.yta literature on experimental 

child psychology this discussion is limited to a brief 

descr1,ption of one major methodological issue: genotypes 

'Versus phenotypes,~ The general history of this rr oblem 

is not new but more recently Lewin (24) in his disoussion 

of Aristotelian and Galielean modes of thought, has 

concentrated. attention on the difference between these 

two methods as applied to psyohologiaal methodology 

and espeo1ally a.s related to the study of children. 

Mainlj' Lew:l:n criticized the measurement of traits, 

emotions, intelligence., and suob. on the assumption that 

similarity in appearance denotes the data as b.eing 



distinct and discrete phenomena. In 1935 Lewin stated: 

"Present-day child psychology and 
aftect psychology also exemplify clearly 
the Aristotelian hablt of considering the 
abstractl~ defined classes as the essential 
nature of the particular object _and hence 
as an explanation of its behavior. What-
ever is common to children of a. given age 
is set up as the fundamental character 0£ 
that age. The fact that three-year-old 
children a.re quite often :negative 1s con-
aiaered evidence that negativism 1s inherent 
in the nature of three-year-oldsi and the 
concept of a negs.ti vistia age or stage is 
then regar•ded as an explanation ( though 
perhaps not a.complete one) tor the appear-
s.nee or negativism in a given particular 
case... The statistical procedure, at least 
in its com..1nonest application in psychology, 
is the m.ost striking expression of this 
Aristotelian mode of thinklng ••• 11 (24~ P. 15). 

The above manner of setting up and analyzing data 

Lewin labels phenotypiaal and he sharply contrasts it 
with his genotypieal approach which is concerned with 

the ftcausal or antecedent phenomena,,tt The two are 

further differentiated. In the statement., the apple 

is round., ·the n1anguage of data0 is used. It registers 

an experience which is expressed in the ordinary lan-

guage or phenomena. This type of description is couched 

in phenotypic language and constitutes a phenotype. By 
a genotype is meant the underlying dynamic situation of 

which the phenotype is an individual expression. A 

:forward child and a timid child represent two distinct 

phenotypes but both forms of behavior may spring from a 

comm.on psychological mechanism; both may manifest 



identically structured field a• , l'henotypy is expressed 

in the language of data; genotypy; in the language of 

constructs, characterizing the dynamic elements common 

to many data which are logically connected, Uilgard 

sums up the distinction between the two; " ••• a genotypica.l 

explanation goes beneath the sttr.L'ace phenomena. .-to detect 

an underlying dyna.11ic explanation; a phenotypical ex-

planation tends to stay with surface pl~enomena, treated 

statistically or actuarially·-. u (20 1 P. 291). Lewin, 

Barker and Wright (4), and other workers concern 

themselves'ma.inly with genotypica.1 data. As Anderson 
' 

comments 1 n. ,..F'or Lewin the central, :P:i;-oblem of chil~ 

psychology becomes the study of genotypes •••• it 

preserves the .natural setting ... the phenotype takes 

events out of their setting and. puts them off by 

themaelves ••• n (1, P. 10). 

The issue presen~ed above is concerned w:t th the 

question of whether psychological phenom~na are best 

studied phenotyp:tcally or genotypice.lly; descr4:f; ions 

in terms of surfsc~ attributes versus explanatory 

accounts., seeking underlying ;not i ves and stresses. 

Distinguishing a.-nong phenomen" th.ls way 1a considered 

important as it provides a more flexible treatm~nt of 

:tndividue.lity. It indicates the possibllity that the 

sarr1e cause, in the context of different n11re-spaceatt, 

- 4 -



may give rise to aitfe:rent ef.:eects 1nsteaj of conformity. 

Tho problem of investigating cheating or honesty, appears 

to be intimately related to th:ls methcidolog:tcal problem. 

H:tstorically there has been little experimentation 

on the psyohology of cheating. A few articlea are 

scattered throughout the literature; most of them follow 

the trends developed in the now classical character 

study made by Hartshorne and May in 1928 (17) and none 
' 

have been of any further major consequence. The studies 

f'a.ll naturally into two types: { a) those measuring the 

amount of cheating, e.g., how much cheating is done in 

a classroom; and (b) those illustrating devices and 

techniques for detecting cheating, e.g., preparing an 
' 

arithmetic test in such a manner thr.it ohee.ters can be 

easily discovered. An excellent account of the early 

methods used ta detect cheating and dishonesty is 

given in Hartshorne and May: Studies in Deception. 

Before 1928, Hee.ly•s text (19) in 1910, was a 

monumental and insightful place of \Vork on honesty. 

At this early date he oalled attention to the notion 

that emotional poverty was a r acto1• in children's 

deltnqueney. His work was primarily an observational 

case history approach but is historically significant 

since it was actually the first to consider cheating, 

even-though in a. quae1-aystemat1c fashion. Healy's 

- 5 -



individual-centered approach was somewhat ahead of 

its time and it was nearly 15 years before others, 

were using his m.ore dynamic concepts. Iri the area of 

cheating the first pa,pers dld not s.ppeo.1 .. until 1921 

when Voelker tested trustworthiness of children by an 

analysis or their behavior ns seen if they cheated in 

marking their own papers (38). Tests for measuring 

deceptiveness for the purpose of predicting delinquency 

were presented by Cady ln 1923 (6) and Raubenheimer in 

1925 (33). Charter$ in 192'7, writing on the types of 

situations leading to cheating in the classroom, con• 

sidered honesty not from the view of maladjustment but 

from a situat1onal-ethice.1 standard. He was concerned 

with cntegorlzing honest and dishonest responses { 8). 

It was about this time that intereat was being stimulated 

in studying cha,racter problems and in 1923 the Hartshorne 

and .May group started their major work. A more detailed 

analysis of this study !a made below. 1n 1928 their 

results and the University of Iowa's cbaracter studies 

were published. Sla.ght •s study of untrltthfulness in 

children is representative of the latter work (55). 

The general atmosphere and. th1nk1.ne; underlying many of 

the studies during this period is exam.pli.fied in 

Stiner' s s tatemt1nt made in 1932 t 

- 6 -



" ••• pupils who cheat develop undesirable 
behavior patterns and are training them-
selves for lives of. deceit o.nd dlshonesty. 
Hence it 1s important to discover and 
eliminate oheating of all kind.a• •• " 
(36, P. 372). 

After 1928 much of' the work dealt.with very 

specific aspects of cheating. Bird ( 5 L V/:lnland ( 41), 

Dickenson (10), and others wr,ote on the advantages 

and disadvantages of one test device over another in 

unoove1.~1ng cheating. But the studies appearing after 

Hartshorn,e and May, were mor•e :f.'requently attempts to 

discover the amount of cheating in dl.fferent types 

of situations and to list group traits of children as 

being reflectlve of the individual ,child, (7), { 11), 

(22), and (28). It is significant to note that 

invariably none of the above referencea consider 

cheating itself as a psychological phenomen.on or even 

undertook to define the term .. For exa,mple the follow"!' 

1ng statement by Drake is somewhat typical or the 

admixture o:f· the frames of reference usually employed: 
11 ••• it is evid~nt that cheating grows out of the 

competitive system ••• it points to acute need for marks 

in a situation that a.ppea.rs to the student to be 

featured by baffling examinations and by tyrannical 

pedagogues ••• " (ll, P. 419). In connection with the 

question of competition, Sister Gross found in 1946 

{16) -that competition dld not appear to increase 

- 7 -



dishonesty and that there were many unexplained 
.. 

differences in the individual child •s day by day 
·' 

performance. These findings are in ag;r~ement with 

the result's frequently found in other investiga.tio.ns 

which cnn be atu-nmarized as follows: (a) there were 

many ways of minimizing and detecting o~eating on 

tests by ma.71lpulating papers.. Md questions; and. (b) 

there was a ·nide variation in the cheating done a.'!llong 

groups of children a_nd by an indl vidual child himself. 

In al 1 this work a o onoeptual. framework was 

absent and emphasis was placed only on the concrete, 

functional aspects of ·cheating. Among the ma.ny 
; 

tasks Pia.get set for himself he included cheating 

in hi's study of' tha Moral J'udgement of the Child {31). 

Ile was developmentally oriented and was interested in 

unde1~standing the concept of justice as it appeared to 

children of dif t'erent age levels., He asked such 

questions as: "Why should one not choat at school?" 

ap.d ttwhy should one not cheat at ga-r.nes ?tt Even though 

he d'e.finad cheating as a social problem, his method 

of directly question'ihg children brought into the 

picture the tact that it waa a child doing the cheating 

and the possibility that there were cognitive differences 

among children. Stll(, it should be pointed out that 

the latter conception was not particularly included in 

- 8 -



his final 0valuation of the dnta. Instead his con-

clusions reflected overall developmental differences 

among his age groups: the _desire for equality and 

cooperation increased. as the children beca!'le older. 

!vtore recently Gesell and Ilg in their study of 

children between the ages. of 5 arid 10 have reported 

developmental differences in cheating (15) <r Their 

observational,. central-tendency method resulted in 

listing traits or characteristics one would expect 

to find in an "averaget• child of a certain age g!'oup, 

For exa'llple,. of the six-year-old it is said tt ••• (the) 

child worries about his friends cheating, •• 11 and or 
the ten ... yea.r""old t tr •• ,he has a fairly critical sense 

of justice ••• » 'l1hese writers have also proposed a 

"gradient of honesty" wherein the child develops from. 

what apparently is compulsive cheating, at six years, 

to controlled concern about it by the age of ten. 

Si.nee these writers were not primarily concerned wlth 

cheating and their remarks about 1.t were limited to 

their discussion of the ethical sense in children~ 

their results should not be criticized too severely 

and should be considered as tentatl ve and suggest :tve 

for further experimentation, especially in a more 

dynamic I conceptual framework. 

Earlier it had been pointed out that there have 



been ver;t raw st:udies on cheating and that .most of 

them were, in one form or another, variations on the 

ideas and methods establlshc~d in the study of decep-

tion by Hartshorne and May ( 17). For this reason and 

because the proble·m and hypotheses of this paper were 

developed from it, we have dola.yed discussion of :tt 

until this time. 

The Jfartshorne arid May study wa.s an outgrowth 

of ''.an inquiry into character education wtth particular 

refei~ence to religious educationlf under the overall 

supervision of E. Ii. Thornd:I.ke of' Columbia Uni varsity 

and was originally conceived by the Institute or Social 

ana Religious Research. The funds were supplied by the 

latter group and the resoa1•ch project lasted from 1923 

to 1928. The e.vowed purpose of ·the study was to "study 

the actual experiences of children which have moral and 

religious significance and the effects for periods of 

time of the moral and religious influence to which 

children, 1outh, and a.dul ts have been exposed. 11 ( P. vi). 

The authors considered .many app1,.oaches to. their problem 

and finally settled on what they called ttmethodology." 

'rhis meant testing and measuring by means o.f a large 

body of highly standardised tests which their group of 

workers had developed. 

Deception1 although never precisely def1ned, was 

• 10 • 



frequently described as the "c:trcumvention of soc:tal 

obstruction" where either the method and/or the end 

to be attained were frowned upon and it was thought 

of as a mode of adapt iv~ behavior. A fundamental 

assumption wa.s that 11the amount and character of the 

deception are primarily functions of the situation." 

Their method of testing was very carefully: planned 

and carried out within the tenets of "goodtl experi-

mental design.. They establ:tsb.ed ten cri•te1 .. ia by 

which they- evaluated ea.oh test procedure: e.g., a test 

situa:tion was to be a natural ono but at the same time 

a controlled oner equal opportu..t1H~y was to be given to 

each subject to perfottm; the teats were to be cltiar and 

not ambiguous, etc. The: various teats finally used 

( and usually the ones so often employed by the latett 

investigators) were the following: l. some form of 

paper and pencil method where discrepancies could 

be dlacovered by having carbon pa.per underneath., 

collecting papers and then returning them, saying they 

had not been graded wh.en they had; 2. games and athletic· 

contests which the subject's highest obeei-ved score was 

compared with the scores he turned in when he was not· 

observed, or games in which the limtts of attainme11t 

were kn.own by the examiner and not the subject., where 

a.11ything in excess would be deception; and 3. question-

- 11 -



naires, ln wh1 eh the sub,1 ect • s answora to questions about 

himself' were compared with the actual situation concern-

ing tho partict1lar question., e.g., a child who has cheated 

on another test was aslrnd "did you ever oheat ?11 

The results oi' this in.vestigo_tion cannot be 

summarized tersely since there were many important and 

interesting findings. Before attempting to list several 

ot the more general ones, :i.t appears important to present 

the authors' openir1g statement to their chapter on con-

clusions: 

"From the onset. we have insisted. that 
these studies in deceit are of necessity 
fragmentary s.nd incomplete, for the number 
of situations 1.n which deception may be 
practiced and the number of ways of deoelv• 
1ng othc::ra are truly legion. A correct 
scientific pi•ocedure would be to collect 
from actual life a large number of such 
situations., tabulate thenn, note the frequency of their occurrence, and then build test 
situations around t1'e most frequent. 11 

( 17, P • 402 ) • 

The conclus:tons of their study were based on three 

types of deceptive behavio1•: cheating; lying. and steal-

ing. Their entire battery consisted of 22,opportunitles 

to cheat in tho classroom, four in athletic contests, 

two in party ga1nes and one in s chool--worlt. clone at horn.e. 

In the· lying tests there were a total or 46 opportunities 

for false answers and in the stealing tests, there were 

three chances to steal, two of which 5.nvolved money. 

- 12 ... 



Their results were as follows: 

l. Age: older• pupils were somewhat 
more deceptive although vari:ations exis-
ted among -test situations and the groups 
themselves. 2_. §.!.!: no difference, at 
times one or tne other were moI'e decep-
tive. 3. Intelligence: the higher the 
:tntelligence level the less was the 
deception. 4. Emotional sta.b:tllty: 
those more unstable were more lilcely to 
deceive. 5. Ph:yslca~ Condition: was 
not related to deception. 6~ Socio• 
economic Level: the more deprived the 
backgroimd the ·more was the deception. 
7. Cultural Level: ·the lesa nculirn.rized 11 

childrenwere more deceptive. B. Home 
,Ati.nosphe~e: unstable., inconsistent~ 
othe1~w1se poor home cond:ttlons were 
associated with more deception. 
9. Nat1oimli ty of Parents: more decep-
tion was found in children whose pa.rents 
were born in South Europe; colo1'"ed 
children were more decept:tve than white. 
10. Religion; . no part:tculs.r differences 
Wf1re found although not all the differ-
ences were accounted for. 11. !{inshi;ei 
tl1e results were uncertain •. 12. Grade: 
no overall differences except in one · 
test tht,re v1as an increase in deception 
from grades s!x,to eight. 1:3. Retardation: 
retarded. children we:re more deceptive; 
this was considered as a problem o,f .Jn-
tell igeno e level. 14. Achieveme11t: there 
was little relation between academic 
level and deception. 15. Deportment: 
usually the student with the higher 
grades deceived ·the least. 16. Frien-ds; 
a high association existed among class--
mates and the amount of deception but 
there was little between fr:1.ends. 
17. Su~zest:i.b111ty: _ the moi~e suggestible t 
the more the decention was shown. 
18. Movies: those-who attended less than 
once a week deceived less than those who 
went more f'reouently. 19. Teacher In-
fluence: the healthier the lnfluencethe 
'iese the d1:rneption was evident. 20. Pro-
gress1.ve Me.thod and Morale: aimilGr tel9, 
lJe-ttor morale made for less deception. 
21. Sundq School Attendance: there was 
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no particular relationship to decep-
tion. 22. Membership!!! Character 
Organizations: there was no particular 
relationship to deception. 25. Deceit 
as a Trait: deceit was not found to be 
aun:ified character trait, but thought 
of as ''specific functions of life sit-
uations. n 24. Motivation of Deceit: 
thi.s was found to be complex and tobe 
inherent in the a1tuat1on. 

There is little doubt about the high quality and 

sincerity of the Harthshorne and May study. However, 

as the enumerated results above indicate their con-

clusions are 11.mited to s. series of ataternents about 

individual., s:i.ngular instances about deception which 

can not be readily related to one another to further 

an understanding of deceptive behavior. A tabulation 

of· traits does not make up the individual. Since the 

approach was phenotypical, they were not able to 

interpret the significance of their many findings so 

as to obtaln. a unlfied p1.cture of the deceptive child's 

personality. Their final conclusions reflect the 

dif.f'iculty encountered in this type of approach: 

"Our conclusion, then, :ts that an 
individual's honesty or dishonesty consists 
of a aeries of acts and attitudes to which 
these descriptlve terms apply. The consis-
tency with which he is honest or dishonest 
:ls a function of the situations in which 
he is placed in so far as (1) these sit-
uations have common elements, (2) he has 
learned to be honest or dishonest in them, 
and (3) he has become aware of their honest 
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or dishonest :1.mplioations or conseqtJ.ences." 
( 1 7 , P. 380 ) • 

One of the more serious defeol;s of these conclu-

sions is that the person himself, especially in regards 

to hls motives and cog;nition of the situation, is com-

pletely disregarded. Although attention is foeussod 

on the organization of moral traits, they arrive at 

the view that moral behavior :is situationally 

determined. 

The inadequaey of this phenotypical approach 

1s further illustrated when a.tone point Hartshorne 

and May stated that "·• •• ( regarding) the number of 

possible situations involving deception •••• there are 

25,000 possible combinations ••• " The impracticality 

of imtest:tgating so many situations is quite obvious 

and the results wou.ld moet likely yield several 

thousand more combinations. It 1s evident that to 

understand deception requires more tba..11 just listing 

situat;ions in which it occurs. It appears necessary 

to know what factors the various situations have in 

oomrnon and what are the dynamic processes underlying 

such behavior: it requires using a genotypical 

approach. 

"J.1h:ta argument concerning phenotype or genotype 

is not developed further since there is no need .for 

a polemic about the merits or disadvantages of one 
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' or the other. Exc~llent clisoourses on this problem 

can be readily found in tl1e contemporary literature 

(23) (27), However, before entering into a descrip-

tion of the experimental problem of this pa.per, there 

remains to be presented but one more general point 

or view. This is the belle! that deception is sit• 

ue.t1onally determined. The situation (or environment) 

reterred to is the physical one; e.g., the classroom:, 

the teacher., the home furnishings; s.nd so forth. 

1:t'here are few p$yohologists today; who would consider 

this notion as adequate although not all would agree 

completely with Lewin when he wrote in 1933: 

l 

n •• dynamics of environmental in-
fluences can be invest.·Zgiated only 
aimt1l tan.0ously with the deter1n.lna:tion 
of individual differences and with 
general psychological laws ••• (24, P. 73). 
Psychological environmental fo:rces m.ay be 
defl.ned empirically and t'unotionally, ex .. 
eluding all metaphysical problems, by 
their eft'ect upon the behavior of the 
child. They are equally applicable to 
the momentary situation and to the 
permanent environment of, the child Ii ,. ,. n 
( 24 1 P. 79). 

Many psychologists today agree that a differ~ 

entiation between the physical and psychological 

environm.e.nta has to be made when studying behavior. 

It :ta not sui'fio:tent merely to talk about the class-

room environment or the home atmosphere•' It is also 

necessary to denote how they are operating psychologicnl-

ly. 1r11e studies of Lewin, tippett, and White, on 
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Experimentallz Cx•eated Social Clime.tea (25)., have 

clearly demonstrated that "classroom-environments" 

are not psychologically the same and that they may 

have very different behavioral consequences. 

This distinction between physical and 

psychological environments ha.a not been clearly made 

in any of the reported studies on deception. All have 

accepted, at face value, the contention that deception 

is a function of the situation,. where the limits of 

the la.tt,0r terms were not adequately .described or 

defined. It is felt that this failure to exai.-nine 

and to define the situs.ti.on involved in deceptive 

behavior is a serious fault which has retarded our 

understanding of cheating behavior by giving doubtful 

evidence a:a to the psychological signi1'1cance the 

environment may have on such behavior. It :;ppears 

probable that by reexamining deception as a function 

of the psychological situation a better integration 

and understanding can be obtained a.nd 1 pe1 .. haps, even 

help to unify some of the diverse antecedent results. 
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CUAPT:ER II 

JUID HYPOTHESES 

In the previous section the studies on deception, 

especially tho one conducted by Hartshorne and May; 

were criticized for: (a) being too phenotypical, 

(b) neglecting cognitive and,motiyational factors and., 

(o) tree.ting.the situation too ambiguously~ The 

finding that honesty was not a consistent character 

trait of a given child but a set of specific habits 

formed in particular situations was considered to be 

of doubtful validity .. It was suggested that since 

the studies did not take into consideration the 

psychological meaning of the various test sl tua-1:;ions, 

there remained som.e doubt concerning the meaning or 
the results and the basis or the conclusions. It 

was pointed out that there was no valid rationale 

for the investigators to asaume that a given test had 

a f'ixed psychological value or that identical situa-

tions would have the sa.ine meaning for all children. 

Asch summarizes the problem: 

"In the interest o.f objectivity and 
exactness the investigators have selected 
a particular a.ct which is the end resu:Lt 
of a psychological process. Without 
regard to the squrce of the aat in each 
indiv1.dual'a thinking and motives they 

· have proceeded to identify all acts that 
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are externally alike. They have short-
circuited the questions of major psycho-
logical interest, namely, what did the 
situation mean to the given child and 
what forces determined his final aotlon? 
It would have been permissible to proceed 
in this :me.nner if prior investigation he.d 
established that the act investigated has 
the sa,me .J?Sychological meaning for all" 
(2, I'• 63). 

The specific trait approach used in these studies 

resulted in ambiguous conclusions. Th:ts method implies 

the doctrine of specificity and this oonceptiont as the 

literature 1l1dicatea, :ts subject to many defects. li:s-

peo1al1y s1gnlficant h~u•e are the tollowing two: l. it 

does not permit the discovering of higher tm1ta of 

organization in personality,; and 2. its dependence on 

statistical methods to determine specific traits 

frequently obscures results, e.g .• , low oorrelations 

between habits of behavior may mean that different 

individuals are not all consistent in the same way but 

does not prove that the individual is not consistent 

w:lth himself in his own way. Because of the nature of 

"traits" they are of necessity conceived of 1.n pheno-

typical terms which is misleading. For example, a boy 

in a reformatory ttots as a ngood-boy" but may not be 

so; he may want such. a favor from the staff and may be 

conf' orming merel·Jt for this purpose and not becau.ae he 

is developing the trait of "goodness." It ls apparent 
; 
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that a. tralt approach is not only limited by its. speci-

ficity but also by the probability of error in inference 

and. misjudgement coming from fixing attention solely 

upon appearance. To avoid suoh errors would mean-to 

find the genotype that underlles the behavior in question. 

'I'he e,:tent of the problem involved in studying 

deception has he:en briefly outlined. It had been pointed 

out that most of the previous studiea although scient:t-

f'ical1y objective were not particularly meaningful 

psychologically and were limited in their oontribu.tion 

to furthering the understanding of deceptive behavior. 

several ideas were presented to remedy this px•oblem. 

The following three statements summ.ar:lze them. 

1 • .Methodologically a genotypical approach 
is more fruitful. 

2. The situation should be considered as 
part of the child 's phenomenal world .. 

3. The forces acting in a deceptive situa-
tion. should be delineated and studied. 

Ideally a study of' deceptive behavior should 

include all three of the above. At first this was 

attempted but the experimental outline revealod that 

such a project was not practical as it :i.nvol ved many 

workers and possibly several years of time. Because 

of such limitations it was decided to narrow the 

problem. The third aspect was selected as the focus 

ot this study, the general area of deception was 
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limited to cheating and a. modified genotypics.l 

approach was devised. 

An investigation into the situational aspect 

of cheating was selected primarily because it concerned 

the basic tenet ot the Hartshorne ana May study. It 

had been used to integrate diverse f'1na1ngs and unwisely 

many authors have accepted this. s :1t~at1onal aspect s.a 

a generalized conolusio:n to explain deceptive behavior. 

It was considered necessary to test this as a. hypothesis 

instead of just assmning its validity a.s a unifying 

factor u..'rlderlying deception. 

Thus, the problem to be investigated in this 

study involved studying tbe psychological situation 

in relat,1on to deception. Specifically 1t is i to 

study cheating as a function of temptation. According 

to Lewin,'s definition, (24; P. 76), the psychological 

situation includes properties which·be.ve effect on the 

individual and which determine the direction of behavior. 

In order to limit the problem ~o proportions appropriate 

tor study, temptation v1as a sleeted as an independent 

variable a.nd 1t was defined in psychological terms. 

Before enumerating the hypotheses it, 'is essential, 

to further define the terms present in the above stated 

expertme'ntal problem. 
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Cheatinpj: '.rhis usually refers to the e.ct ot 
deceiving or defrauding. In thh1 study it is consid-

ered a.s a very speed.fie act a.nd mes.sured very rnuoh in. 

the same 1nanner as Hartshorne and May did in their atudy~ 

Operationally it is defined ~s• the taking of a reward 

(or. token), when this was prohibited because the reward 

waa not earned. The specific mechanics of measuring 

cheating a.re given in the, following Procedure section~ 

Functionally ch.eating was considered as; the per.forms.nee 

of a definitely prohibited aot in a cirournsoribed 

si tue.tion. 

'.J:lemptat1oni The diotionar·:f defines this as; 

11 tbat which is an inducement or which entice.sit (15). 

Warren's Dictionary of Psychology defines 1 t: "a 

stL'Uu.lus or motive which tends to change the direction 

of an individual 1s attention and activity from a. well 

considered or dominant course of behavior to some 

incidental action" (S9). For purposes of this study 

temptation was defined in terms of specific situational 

conditions. It was viewed as a particular but variable 

set of characteristics existing in a situation which 

induces an activity incidental to this situation. In 

this experiment the incidental activity was cheating. 

The tempting situations were devised by elaborating 
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one of' the conclusions found in several of tho previous 

studies: cheating in ch:I.ldren increased ·when the teacher 

was out of the room. 1.rhis conclusion can be easily 

translated into terms of temptation. In formulating 

the conclusions in this way; it becomes possible to 

devise several different situations varying in the degree 

of temptations. The situation involved in the following 

variations: 1. an adult being in the room; 2. an adult 

being out of the room; EL."'ld S. em adult · being in the 

room and the child being aware that his perf'ormtmce was 

being recorded so that any cheating cou.ld be easily 

detected. The exact eharaoteristics of each situation 

are further explained in the Procedure section of this 

paper. 

The rationale behind manipulating the situation 

in this way refers back to the general problem of test 1ng 

the situational determinants of deception. From the 

evidence reported in the literature it can be logically 

assumed that if more cheating takes place when the 

teacher :ta.out of the classroom than when she is in 1t 1 

then even less should occur when. she is in the room and 

when the child knows he can bo caught. The d1ff$rences 

among being in and out of the room, being in the room 

tind knowing or not knowing a.bout the possibility of 



being caught, and being out of the room and in the room 

with knowing about the possibility of being caught, are 

assumed to produce differences 1n degrees of temptation. 

For example, it would appear that a. child left alone 

would be more te111pted to chent than a child who is in 

the same room with an adult and, in turn, the latter 

would be more tempted to cheat than h:i.s friend who ls 

in a 1~oom with, an adult but who knows that if be cheats 

he will be found out. 

It is evident then that temptation can be related. 

to the possibility of being discovered cheating. This 

permits the formulatipn of an operational definition of 

temptation: a situation is more tempting when there ls 

less chance of' being discovered cheating. 

The situations described so fe.r deal adequately 

with the general problem of temptation and are suffi-

cient; to derive experfo1ental hypotheses and questions. 

However., the· pl1raae, the probabi11 ty of being aiscovered 

cheating, must be further clarified since it refers to 

two aspects of the situation- First, the more conven ... 

tional one. A person can be 0aiscovered" cheating when 

he is observed taking something that does not belong to 

him; being discovered in the process of cheating. Second, 

the individual can be in a position where after his 
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cheating the results are mc.1.de more or less obvious. 

Here it is not the actual act of cheating itself 

which is being considered, but :t:•ather ·bha attainment 

of the results of the cheating. 'l.ihe ;results of cheating 

can be obtained in a more or less covert manner. The 

first •1possibllity of discovery« refers to being caught 

while cheating. It involves the individual with the 

dee ls ion; "will I get caught trying to do this 1n The 

seoox1d doas not ref.'er to being caught wl1ile cheating 

but while taking the reward and involves a more sub-

jective question: "s.m I getting away with it?" An 

e.xrunple or the first is the situation in which an adult 

being in the same room with the child dissuades the 

child from cheating on a spelling test. An example 

or the second is the situation 1n which every ti~e 

a child cheats in spelling his pen would scratch loudly 

or a buzzer would sound and only the child knew that 

he had already cheated. 

In this experiment two possible oonc.li·tions of 

discovery were used. The f:ll~st; mentioned above, 

involved an,: adult being in the room and the child 

aware (or not a.ware), of the reoordlng apparatus. 

'l.1!1e second was accomplished by arranging the situation 

so thn.t the result of the cheating was obtained in a 
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more or less public manner. The conditions obtained 

for this were; a, E,Ubll<:., where the child's taking of 

a non•earned token \-Zas publicly :mnounced; and 

b. nrlva.te, where the result of the cheating was not 

announced and the child was the. only one aware of it. 

A great deal of tiraa has been devoted to defining 

and explaining the terms used in this atudy. The hypo• 

theses to be tested have been generally alluded to in 

the preceding discussion. !t •na.s, however, considered 

essential to state first some of the underlying think-

ing as it concerned the formulation of the expertinent 

before actually stating the exact experimental problem 

and the hypothesea. 

From what has already been reported our problem 

has been to determine whether cheating is a function 

of temptation. Temptation is operationally defined. 

in terms of the situation and varied in two distinct 

ways aoaordlng to the probabllit-y of being discovered 

cheating: 1. While under three different deg1"ees of 

adult supervision; 2. In two different degrees of overt-

ness in taking an unearned reward. This results in six 

possible situation-combinations varying in theix- degree 

of temptation. Chee;ting has been defined simply as the 

taking of an undeserved reward. 
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In add:ltton to our hypothesis, the following 

sub-hypotheses a.re pi•oposed: 

l. The probnbility of being discovered cheating 

is inversely related to the quantity of 
cheating. The more it appears possible 

to be caught, the less likely will cheating 

occur. 

2. Obviousness in o.coept1ng the results derived 
\ 

from cheating is inversely related to the 

quantity of cheating. The more overtly a 

reward ls taken the less likely will cheat ... 

ing occur, 

From these hypotheses it is now possible to 

predict the quantitative relationships expected to 

exist among the six experimental aituational-aombina-

tions. In order of the most tempting situation to the 

least, these predictions arai 

l. Out ,Of the room and unearned reward ta.ken 
privately. 

2. Out· of the room and unearned reward taken 
publlely. 

3. In the room and unearned reward taken privately. 

4. In the room and unearned reward taken publicly. 

5. ln the room, awo.re of performance being recor-
ded, and unearned reward ta.ken privately. 
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6. In the room, aware of performance being 
recorded, and unearned reivo.rd taken 
publicly. 

It should be noted that although the predlc!tiona 

are presented in this order it did not seeri1 possible 

to predict whether number 3 would come before number 2,. 

These two situations., therefore., were arbitrarily 

assigned to thelr respective positions • 
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CHAPTER III 

EXP:ERDt'U!!NTAL PR.OC:EDUR1~S 

The task confronting each subject was the same. 

Ile sat before an oblong box. The tront of th.in 

contained t'our lights and a token lever. The subject 

held his hand z:t'bove a telegraph ke'3' and when he saw a 

light go on he was supposed to press this key. If he 

was successful in doing thisj pressing the key while 

the light was still on, he won and was then allowed 

to reward himself with a token. The exact procedures 

and construction of the equipment follows. 

,Apparatus : 

The basic design o.t' the apps.ratus utilized 

simple visual reaction time mater:tals. Four different 

one inch diam.et er colored lights, red, amber,, green 

and blue were mounted in a seinicircle on the upper 

half of a board twenty-four by twenty inches in size. 

Each light was individually wired to £our copper contact 

points which in turn rested on a copper plate of an 

electric kymogra.ph. Mounted on the rollers of this 

kymograph was a 120 foot roll of very durable tracing 

cloth which had slots of varying length cut out of it. 

When the current was turned on the rollers in the 

kymogra.ph turned at a constant rate of speed and pulled 
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this tracing cloth, placed between ~ha· contact points 

and the copper plate, Each time a slot appeared a. contact 

point was free to touch ·t:;he copper plate. This closed 

the electric circuit and activated the particular 11ght 

which was wired to the contact point. The duration that 

a light would remain on., the selection of which light 

would go on and the time bet,veen the stimuli were all 

determ.ined by how the slots were placed or cut out of 

the tracing cloth. 

It was previously decided to have eaob boy respond 

to sixty-six test stimuli and to five pre'7test or practice 

stimuli, Since the response-time range, the number of 

st:lmuli...,siots needed, and the lengths required for ea.ch 

time duration were known, it only remained to determine 

the order of timing and the sequences of activating the 

lights. The latter was easily done by uslng,I'andom 

numbers since it waa desirable to have the lights go on 

and off in a random manner. The order of til11:tng involved 

the determination of whether a light duration of o.35 
i 

seconds was to preoeed one of 0.15 seconds and if one 

of 0.45 seconds wa$ in t1.1rn to follow it. Because per-

centages of probable successes were available, it was 

decided to arrange the order of the timing so as to have 

different patterns of a series of failures and successes. 
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No. Time 

a o.e 
1 0.6 

6 o.4 
11 0.15 

16 0.15 

21 0.6 

26 0.25 
·l• 

31 o.5 
36 0.15 

41 0.1s 

46 o.35 

51 o.s 
56 0.2s 

61 0.15 

66 o.s 

TABm I 

ORDER AND DURATION OF 

PROBABlli SUCCESSES AND FAILUR!i:$ 

No. Time No. Time No. Time 

b o.e e 0.5 d 0.4 

2 0.5 3 o.5 4 0.25 

7 0.1s 8 0.25 9 0.4 

12 0.25 13 0.4 14 0.15 

17 0.25 18 0.15 19 0.25 

22 0.25 23 0.5 24 0.25 

27 0.15 28 0.35 29 0.15 

32 0.4 33 0.15 34 0.35 

37 0.25 38 0.4 39 0.1s 

42 0.2s 45 0.25 44 0.1s 

47 0.15 48 0.25 49 0.4 

52 0.15 53 0 .!35 54 0.4 

57 0.15 58 0.25 59 0.15 

62 o.5 63 0.15 64 0.35 
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No. 'I'ime 

e 0.6 

5 0.5 

10 0.25 

15 0.35 

20 0.4 

25 0.15 

30 0.4 

35 0.6 

40 0.35 

45 o.s 
50 0.35 

55 0.5 

60 0.4 

65 0.4 



Thus, a series of three probnble failures (time duration 

from 0.15 to 0.25), was followed by tvrn probable successes 

( time duration from O .4 to O .6}. The aequertces of these 

series \Vere so arranged that 1 t would be possible., if 

desired la.tteri_ to see_ the effect of failure and success 

on the ,boys' immediate perf'ormances. The actual order 

and ti-me durations used are shown in Table I. 

The distance allowed between one stimulus a.nd the 

next was 18 inches of cloth or 9 second.a. This time 
' period was selected because a pilot study revealed that 

within 9 seconda all the boys had recovered from their 

previous performance and were waiting for the next 

stimulus. '!'he time to run the tracing cloth from 

beginning to end, was calculated by adding up the time 

used fo:r- the 71 stimuli plus the total time used between 

each stimulus. This turned out to be 11.5 minutes and 

was the total time needed to test each boy once the 

actual experiment was started. 

Returning to the equipment, a slot approximately 

2 x ¼ inches in size was cut about fotu:• inches below 

the exact center of the board containing the four 

colored lights. Fitted through this opening was a flat 

metal strip, about 7 inches long, 1 and 5/8 inches wide., 

and l inch thick. One end of this was attached to a 
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sprl:q.g mounted on a platform. behind the bonrd; a fo.urth 

of tho ,way dow.t:?- from this end a hole was out, one inch 

in diameter and on thE: opposite _end, was placed a large 

knob, painted bright red. This plunger was silnila.r in 

design to the usual ooln receiver found on the conven-

tional pin-ball maohino exeep·I:; that instead of having to 

put a. coin in it, the process was reversed: by pulling 

it out a. round metal washer, or token, was obtained. 

The washers were mounted in o. 10 inch 16ng metal pipe 

held vertically behind the board and so arr•anged that 

when the plunger was pt1lled out only one token at a time 

was delivered. An ordinary telegraph key, the kind most 

frequently seen in early day reaction time experiments, 

completed the actual equipment. It \Vas pls.oed a.bou.t e. 

toot in front of'tho board, resting on a table supporting 

all the equ1pn1ent ,. and was attached to tbe electrical 

wirlng system by means of a. set of wires -running from 

terminal points to u:noer the board. rrhe subject 

himself was seated in front or this "board within easy 

reach of the telegraph key and somewhat below the 

colored lights. 

"'"'.,. ........ lU 

The entire apparatus was eleotrloally wired 

completely automatic once started, even to the 

recording machine. This was used to rooord a boy's 
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entire pertorm&"lce,. that of the reacts.on-time equip-

n1ent, and was the source of the data: e.g., :tt 

recorded in aeqmmoe w,:1en a light went on, how long 

it stayed on; when ·bhe telegraph key was used an9 when 

the to1ten•plungor was pulled out. Th:ls was clone by 

-wiring all the equipment through an F.sterline•tmgus 

millism.etar record.er,. This maoh:1.ne records changes in 

electrical potential by means or a moveable pen and 

time by means of a stationary one on a ruled pa.per roll 

m~ving nt a constant :rate of speed. The lights e.nd the 

token ... plimger were attached to the .moveable pen and 

both recorded on the same side of the paper roll, The 

telegraph key was attached to the sta.t1onary pen and re-

corded on the opposite side of the roll .. The lights 

and the telegraph key recordings were purposely 

separated so that they eould be measured in relation 

to one another. For the tolrnn-plunger 1 t was merely 

necessary to have some .sort of ina:teation of whether 

or not it had been used and could be attached to any 

pen, A sample record is presented in the appendix. 

The recording equipment and nll the necessary 

wiring, except for the leads from the telegraph key, 

were all stored behind the board hot1sing the eolored 

lights and the token,..plunger. Attached perpendicularly 
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to the base of this :front board was another one 

approximately 40 inches long. Another board 

triangularly shaped was fitted to connect the other 

two boards from the height of one to the length of the 

second. By ma.king a duplicate of this box, without 

attaching light~ or cutting a slot :f.'or the token• 

plunger., it was possible to cover the equipment so all 

that was visible to a subject was an oblong box with 

colored lights on one::.c'.e.nd and an eleotrioe.1 e:x:tention 

cord comin·g out of the other. The eleoir.l.o cord was 

presumably for purpose of the lights and the boys 

were not aware of the recording equipment, unless 

they were told that 1t was there. The box was 

painted grey except for the area containing the 

lights, which was .sreen. And, as was mentioned 1 the 

knob of the token .. plunger was a. bright red. Pictures 

of the equipment are shown in Photograph I and II. 

Subjects: 

A total of sixty boys wel"e used in this experf• 

ment. All of them were in the age range of 9 years 6 

months to 10 yea.rs 6 months and attended the same 

regular elementary school in Lawrence, Kansas. From 

three 4th grade and one 5th grade classes a total of 
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PHOT C·JRAPH I 

Front view of equipment. Semi-
circle of .four different colored lights 
and token-k.~ob on front board. Telegraph 
key ln place before boy's seat. 



A. 
B. 
C 

D. 
E. 

PEO'l'OGRAPH II 
Position of colored lights 
CyllnJer hoLli.ng metal~tokens 
Micro-switch connected to 
token d~livering device 
Voltage rectifier 
Angus-Esterline Recording Machine 

F. 

G. 

H 

Battery connecting recorder with 
stimulus machine 
'Tracing cloth with stimulus slot 
showing 
Contact points for lights mounted 
on stimulus machine 



65 boys were obtained. ·The extra 5 boys were also 

given tho e.xperimen.t so that all the boys in ea.ch class 

would have a chance to per.form and thoreby, it was hoped, 

lessening the extra problems created f'or the teachel'.'s. 

'Ea.ch class v,-as teated as a unit: only afte.J? all the boys 

1n one particular class had individually »played the gameu; 

was ano~her class brought into the e;cperhnent. The sel-

ection of boys was made this way so as to ca.use as little 

:tnte-rference as poosible w:tth the regular school act;i vi-

ties. This decision was made after a conference with 

t;he school pr:tnctpa.1 and the teachers concerned. For 

each class a list of the boys I na;nes was compiled and 

the sub,jects were randomly assig1;1ed from. it to the 

e.xpertv.1ental condi tione. 

The social environment of the boys was that of 

a. university city of approximately 20 1 000 people. 

The sohool .records showed that none of the boys were 

fee'bleminded, physically handicapped, or otherwise 

unusual. The I.Q. range of the group was from 85 to 

138 and was oonsiderea, for purposes of this study, to 

be a.n adequate sampling of the geners.l population • 

.Most of the children were .t'rom homes of mode1 .. a.te mos.ns 

although a few were from either the lower or higher 

income groups. The occupations of the fathers varied 
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from la.borer to tht1t of college professor. ·Most of 

the mothers vmre hou.sewi ves except for a few who had 

part ... time or full time employment. In one,or two in-

stences one or the other parent was a student in the 

university. Severe.1 of the boys had only one p11rent 

and a few had none living and wore staying with grand• 

parents. All in all, the gro11p of boys tested in this 

oxp0r:lment can be considered to rep:r•esent a fn.irly 

adequate cross-section of th.a genc1"al population of 10 

The experiment was conducted in a room 

approximately 10 x 8 feet+ It had windows on one 

side, was quiet and fairly pleaaa.nt. Tho appa.rutua 

was p,lt on a table and remained in this room. until 

all the boys were testea-... about three weeks. When 

the exa.l'l'liner was not there the room was locked. 

Each boy arrived in the room. by himself, was instructed 
\: 

in the task, per.formed., then returned to his class 

and sent up the next boy, selected previollsly by the 

teacher anti usually- alphabetically. The teachers 

and the prlncipa.l were consulted earlier and brle.fed 

on the general outline or the experiment.. They were 

told that it wa:s an experiment in cheating, although 
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1t was not the intent to sea :i.f one boy cheated more 

or less, was honest or not,. but to see if dif.forances 

ln situations caused d:t:.C'ferences ln cheating. It was 

ess-entia1 to 1110.kc this d:lst:tnctlon since the teachers 

were conc1"etely concerned about the honesty of their 

boys, a..,'1d 1t .was not the purpoa.o or the atud:J to gl ve 

01 .. to got a..'1y such 1nfor1:1att-on. Th(~ t,.:)aChfH's v11ero 

,,on<:!e1 ... nod about parts of tho exper:tmental. pro'Jedure 

and especially in l"Ogard to what the children won. 

Orig:tna.lly it was planned to use candy in. exchange 

for won tolrena, but they objected to this, c.la:tming 

the children were not allowed to have candy during 

school hours. Jy1arblea ·nere, thereto:i:~e, used instead. 

!n the pilot study it was found that candy did have 

a high motiva.t:J.ona.l effect; ·t.he boys 1 deslre to win 

candy was hlgb. and un1v$rsal. Marbles were also 

tested and although they were not as effective as 

th{:3 candy, tb.ey too were desirable objects_. 

Ten boys were assigned to each o:f the experi--

mental conditions.. These were set up as .follows. 

Public Condition: 

Each time the plunger was pulled out it released 

a token which fi:-11 on top of a. tin m-iasuring cup and 
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made a loud noise. 

122.£ Private Condition: 

Instead of the token, talllng on top of a cup, 

:tt .fell on to plastlc snndwlch sacks whl(;h cushioned 

the fall ao that no .noticeable noise wns mo.de. 

The Out Condition; -------
The examiner told. the boy, after golng over 

the "ga:ntJ" with him, that; he had to go down to 

the office 1' or supplies and would be gone &.t least 

ten m:Lnutcs E.L'1d that the boy should go nh,"}ad w:!. th 

qu0stions, the ,1orke:r left for the ten mimites 

and rett1rned usually a minute be.fore tho end of 

the go.me. 

The .!u Cond:i.tion: 

Here the instructions ,v0re giveo to the boy 

and the wo1·•1!er remained in the rool!l. 'usually he 

a.1 ternated between glancing at i;he boy ar1d the 

machine and ma.kine believe ha was preparing some 

material., as the marbles, for the next boy, 

Recorded Ccrn.fl:ttion:: 

The boy was told about the equipment and also 
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shovm how his per.f.' or.ma11cc would be :recorded. Ile 

was in.t'ormed that any ti:ne h-':l :11:1de a. cnlstnke and took 

a tolcen when he dld not earn it., the work.er would 

be able to find thia oub by looking at the record. 

~he procedure of running-the experiment 

itself was the same for all oonditions. The lights 

went on and off in the same sequence, the time to 

perform was constant, and so forth. As an exi;ra 

precaut1011., for the Out, Public and Private and. 

the In, Public and Private groups, the apparatus 

was covered and the boys not told about the recor-

ding devices. For the Pt1blie and Private Recorded 

groups, the top of the machine was removed ex.posing 

the equipmet1t so the boys could easily see 1 t. When 

a boy sat down in front of tlle machine, ready· to 

perform, he was not able to see any ot the equipment 

since he was then uneblo to se1~ over the top of the 

front board. 

li'orty boys were selected first for the non-

Recorded groups beca.u.sa it was thought that al terns.-

ting the Recorded groups with the othe1"s would 

contaminate them; that it would not te.ke too long 

before all the boys were a.ware that actually their 

work was being recorded, regardless of the situation 

they v1ere in. 
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1l'he task for each boy was to beat the light. 

Th:ls involved pressir1g the telegraph key while one 

of the colored lights was still on • .As prev:tousl;r 

mentioned the lights went· on ru.1'1 off a.utom:atically 

.and independently of any of the other equipment. 

As each light flashed on the boy had to hit the key 

before :tt went off, I.t' he was successful he won 

and was to pull mit the red-knobbed pl1~nger 'and 

obtain a tQkon. If he llit the keJr after tht:1 light 

went off, or even before it went on., he did not 

win and had not earned a tolten. In eaoh case :tt 

was lo:f't up to the boy to decide li' he won or lost. 

He was also made aware., at 'the start of the game, 

that the plunger could be pulled out at any time 

and n tokon obtained., but that he was 'to do this 

only if he won. !:xplaining that the plunger 

worked independently of the telegraph ke7 and the 

lights, laft t1:-.e wa:,r clearly open for the pos1:rlb5.lity 

of che ~.ting: taking a to k9n when 1 t was not earned. 

In a pllot study of reaction times of boys., of 

the age group studied in this paper, it was found that 

no child was a.bl°e to perform the above task under O .2 

of a second and that b-sr 0.6 of a second, all the boys 

were successful. See Table II for a distribution of 
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timo a:n.d successft1l parf'ori:1ance.s. Once thls range of 

reaction tlu1ea, l.1€H~ded for the successful perf or:mance 

oi' ·l.;he task., was known, it became possible to control 
I 

the stimul:i. so that ::l.t would be either completely 

f::u:posslble or p91.rnible t;o have a successful pertor[ll.ance. 

'l1hts was a.ocompliahecl by timing the rate 01' speed the 

tracing cloth t1•a·.rel13d past the contact po:tnts and then 

oalculo.t:tng the dlstani;;e the cloth would have to move 

to correspond to t:he time desired for a pa1:>tlcular 

llght-st;im.ulus to remain on. ll1or exarn.ple; the n1ovement 

of one lnch of tr•ucing cloth would allow a light to 

remain on 0.5 seconds. A sur,1mar;r of the six inter ... 

polations of distancQ into ttme, used in the experiment, 

is shown in Table III, 

The experiment we.a presented to the hoy as a 

new game which yie wanted to see if boys of his age 

would like. He was also told thnt his school was 

one of the several being used in finding this out. 

He was then asked if he would like to participate. 

In this way every boy was given the choice of parti-

c1p,ating in the experiment. No boy refused. The 

a.otus.1 instructions then given to ea.ch boy were as 

follows: 

n'l'his is a game l made and I 
want to know if boys of your age ·would 
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TABJ.t' II 

IJ.'ime 1n Percentage of 
Se0O~,<-... "'.1s ____ • _____________ B_o,.,,.v_s;,.., ... s, .. u ... c_c_.Fi ..... ,s ... s'"'"f_1 ___ Jl 

0.1 to o.19 

0.20 to 0,29 

o.30 to o.39 

TABLll! III 

'l1RAOING CLOTH APER.l:URE Lb~NGTII AS 

'l11me in Seconds 

0.25 

0.40 

o.eo 

A FtnW'I'IOU OF 
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~ng-J:;h of Aperture 
In Inches 

5/16 

l/2 

11/16 

13/16 

1 

l 3/16 



like it. Would ~ou like to try? It 
is called "Speea•• and the whole idea 
ls to bo a.s fast as you can and to 
win as many toltena as you can. For 
eve"!."'-J f 1 ve tol<ens -you win yott ~et a 
marble which you can keep. Herets 
how the game wor1cs. These lights 
here go on and off one, at a time and 
at diff,?rent tini-;is. Yo,;i ·may not know 
which light :may come on. next. As 
soon as you aee one of them go on 
press this telegraph key. If you 
pN~ss it whlle the light 1.s still 
on, you have won and therefore 
give ;yourself a token by pulling 
out thls knob here. If you hit 
thf~ key after the light 1.s already 
out, you have lost and are not to 
take a token nnt11 the next time 
you. win. The entire ga'!lle is 
aut;omatic, it goes on by itself 
and when :1.t 1s over, it stops by 
1 tsolf. J..t tho end we w:J.11 collnt up 
your tokens and see how many marbles 
you h.arre won. Do you have any 
questions? !few try it. That's 
the idea. Now lot's otart. 11 

Aft~r receiving the instructions the boys 

were given nn opportunity to try the gruu.e and to ask 

questions. If :tt looked as though the.re were any 

uncerta:tnttes about any aspect~ further instruction 

was given. This insured having each boy equally 

experienced and aware o.t' the details of the genie 

before starting tho actual experiment. Regardless 

of whether or not questions \-vere askod each boy was 

asked to reptHlt the instruct1ons before starting. 

The data were obtained directly from the recording 

tape. It showed., on the left aide., marks for every time 
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a light wHnt on m:n~, when e tolrnn was taken and, on the 

right s1.de/ a ms.r}c ever-J tlme the telegraph ke:r was 

pressed. It was relatlvoJ.y easy to deelde if a boy won 

or not by comparing the marks madi::1 by the l :i.ght and the 

key, SJ.nee t;hG length of tho 15.ght--mark was as long as 

the 11..ght was on., ra key•m~rJ.r: falllng w:tth:ln tho 1:tmtts 

of the <light•t-imrk wonld mean that e. boy h:tt tb.e key 

wh:tle the l le:ht was s ti 11 on and had wo.n. If. the key-

m.ark tell ontslde th<>: l:tmlt2, then the k•?Y was hit elther 

prematurely or at"tcr the llght ViO.s off a."1.d the boy had 

lost, Sini'.H:t the tlme between one light going of :f' imd 

tmcth~n" going on was always consta...'1.t, thi.r- same distance 

relat:Lonship alwt;).ys e:_:i;lsted bot'tV0tm any two llght•marks. 

Therefoi"'e, an:r tlEl.rk fa.D.lng between, ropresanted the 

to.king of a to1rer:i. If a token was taken when the keJy-

m~rk \Vas over the light•marl.t limits, then cheating 

occurred. In order to in.sure accur·a.cy- in .measurement, 

the error in the t:;l:i.gnment of the pens was taken into 

consideratio11. The key-pen was fotjnd to be set forward 

somewhat ahead of the other and as a resnlt, it :made 

some key•.marks fall within the light~marks limits which 

gave o. .false representation of the wins. Th.is error· 

in mousuranient wa.s calculated. A tra.nspe.ro:nt plastic 

triangle with this corr0ction factor marked on :tt made 
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tt relatively simple to see if the lcey-mark fell within 

the proper limits or not. 

At the end of the game 8.11 the tokens were counted 

and for every five a boy was allowed to pick a marble 

from any one of the five sacks of dit'ferent colored ones 

laid out 011 8. table. The tokens were counted in U..."l.its 

of 5 and when less than 5 remained, the boy was c:.redi ted 

for the extra tokens needed to make 5. After the count ins 

v,aa completed and be.fore the marbles were selected, 

the boys were asked questions about the game, in keeping 

with the original idea. about wanting to lmow if boys 

their age would like it. The questions were not intended 

to furnish any systematic data although they did give 

f:loma interesting side•lights, They were asked the 

following questions: 

l. What do you think of the ga'n.e? 

2.. Do you think other fellows vrill like it? 

3. Do you thlnk the gaw.c should be changed? 
now? 

4, What 1dnd of games do you like to play 
best of all·? 

5. How did :rou ford 11hen yon miseE)d one? 

6. D1d you h~ve any way to help you decide 
whether you won or lost? 
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a. Was it sometimes hard to decide if 
you won or· lost? 

9. Wha:t dld you do vki.en you were t1Udecick)d? 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS 01'1 DATA: 

THE CHENr SCORES 

As previously mentioned in the Procedure 

section, the data taken from the kymograpb records 

were entered on filingos.rds. Thus, there were 

ten cards for each of the six experimental condi-

tions and one card for each of the 60 subjects. 

Entered on each card was the number of times a 

child won a.nd took a token or did not take one; and 

the number of times a child lost, {did not beat the 

light), and took a token or did not ta.ke one. Ex-

amining these data soon made it apparent that there 

were several possible indices of cheating. The 

most obvious was to consider only the responses 

where a chtld lost and took a token as cheats. 

Although this method :ts appropriate, it was found 

after measuring the difference in distances between 

a light stimulus a_r1d a child's responses, that many 

responses were quite close and may easily have been 

"honest" mistakes, mis-perceptions. For this reason 

the retP onses were grouped and given ratinss of either 

1, 2, or 3, de_pending on their nearness to the stimuli. 

These distances were measured with a six inch plastic,-
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transparent ruler on which each inch was divided into 

30 equal units and therefore each score could be re-

ferred ~o a concrete and arbitrary range of distance 

from the stimulus. A score of 1 indicated that the 

distan.ce between stimulus and response was no more than 

three metric units; a score of 2, referred to a. distance 

of between three and seven units; and a score of 3 was 

given to everything above seven units. By doing this 

four different cheating scores were obtained: (a) the 

type one cheats, the very close responses; (b} the type 

two responses;_ (c) type three responses; and (d) the 

total number of ctieat responses or the sum of a, b, 

and c. Since there were so few type three responses, 

it was decided to combine types two a.nd three. This 
I 

left then, three possible ways of arriving at cheating 

scores. Th.e total times a child took a toke11. when he 
' d1d not earn lt; the very close type one response; and 

the more distant types. two and three responses. The 

actual cheating scores for each of the three types were 

the per cent ot not-earned taken tokens divided by the 

total num.ber of losses in that particular type. For 
i 

exmriple: if a child lost a total of 40 t:tmes and of 

these 20 times gave himself' e. token, his cheating score 

was 50 percent. The child that lost 35 times in type 
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one responses., and gave himself tokens 32 times was 

given a cheating score o.f 91 percent for this close·· 

type cheat criterion. In the distant type criterion, 

if a child lost 20 times and awarded himself a token 

15 times he was given a cheating score of· 75 percent 

for this combined two and three group. Hereafter the 

combined one., two; and three type o.f cheats will also 

be referred to as the.total cheat criterion; the one 

type of cheats as close cheat criterion; and the 

two and tb.ree types of cheats as t~e distant cheat 

criterion. 

After obtaining the various percentages for each 

child a mean _percentage :for each experimental condition 

was computed. Plots of the individual scores on all 

measures of cheating revealed that the data. were posi-

tively skewed. Non-normality was further indicated by 

the gross discrepancies between the means and the 

medians. Thie outcome left two possible courses of 

analysis: first, to normalize tbe distributions by 

means of some transformation technique; or aecond, to 

employ distribution-free methods (42) of statistical 

analysis. Because the task involved 1n transforming 
the many different scores dld not seem to be practical, 

the decision was made to treat the data by non-parametric 

methods. 
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'11wo lim:t-tations of these methods should be 

mentioned. First• there is no p1,ovision for evaluating 

the significance of the interaction between the main 

effects. And second, the T-tests ( see Table IV) are 

based only on the number of subjects in the two groups 

being tested while in ntore conventional ·and powerful 

techniques all of ·the subjects are employed to secure 

an error term~ 

Mood (30) has devised a non-para.metric method 

for analysis of variance which assesses interaction. 

Use of this technique demands the assumption that 

the treatment groups have the same distr:tbution of 

criterion scores. Inspection of the data reveals 

that this assumption can not be met. 

Means 

:Medians 

Ranges 

TAB Lg IV 

PERCENTAGE tf~ANS, lIBDIANS, 

AND R.fu"'JGE.S FOR TOTAL NUMBER 

OF CHgAT RESPONSE!S 

01.Jlf IN RI~O 
Priv . Pub Priv Pub Priv 

30.5 55.7 35.7 56 •• 5 31.2 

28.3 33.8 25.0 59.0 23.7 

5-76 9-71 8-67 18-82 0-68 
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The data obtained for the first-measure of 

cheating, the total number o:f cheat 1~esponses, is 

given in Table IV. The means do not follow any 

systematic pattern even though there do appear to 

be differences among them. A comparison of the 

medians and ranges indioa.tes the need tor the 

previously .mentioned non-parametric stati·stical 

analysis in oraer to determine the signif ioance 

of these dif'fet>ences., 

Table V presents the results of a ranks 

analysis of variance {42) for the total number 

of cheat responses. In summarizing this table we 

may say: first, the Public-Private. variable did 

not affect the total cheat responses; second, the 

Out-In-Recorded variable resulted in a signif' ioant 

effect. 

TAB Lti.i V 

RAlUi'.S ANAII!SIS OF VARIA"tWE 
FOR TOTAL NUMBT:R OF CRFJNJ: RBSPONSES 

Source 

1. Publ~c-Private 

2. Out-In-Recorded 

* Lower rank total 

'l'* 

294.5 

232.0 
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Since the means of the Public-Private groups 

are not reliably different, we may pool them and 

perform the non-parametric analogue tot-tests between 

the Out-In-Recorded groups, using a larger number of 

subjects. In Table VI, the pooled Out-In-Recorded 

groups are compared by W11ooxon 1s T-Test for unpaired 

replicates (42). 

TABLE VI 

T-TESTS FOR POOL1ED QtJT ... IN-RECORDED 
GROUPS ON TOTAL CHEAT RESPONSES 

Out-In 

Out-Rec 

In-Reo 

T 

369.0 

337.0 

309.5 

p 

not sig. 

.05 

.01 

The results of the pooled Out-In-Recorded 

groups sho1: (a) there ls little difference in the 

mean percentage of total cheats between the Out and 

In groups; (b) there is a significant difference when 

both the Out s.nd In groups are independently compared 

with the Recorded group. From this it la then evident 

that there was less cheating when the child was aware 

of the fact that hls performance, and thereby any 
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cheating he may do, was recorded. Also., there was no 

appreciable change in the cheating when th.e adult was 

either in or out of the room. 

The analysis of the data for the total number 

or cheat responses indicates the.re is little substan--

t1ation of the general hypothesis that the percertte.ge-

cheats varies directly with the degree of temptation. 

The temptation values., a priori determined, should 
follow this· order: 

Most tempting: 

Out-Pr.ivate 
Out-Pnblic 
In..:.Pr1vate 
In ... Publio 
Recorded-Private 
Recorded-Public 

Least tempting: 

The obtained results do not show this order., 

or for that matter, ahy other logical one. .Although 

cheating occurred in all conditions, it was evident, 

on the basis of considering the total number of cheat 

responses that temptation does not have a consistent 

effect on cheating. From the large variabilities 

in the groups it is evident ·that the temptation ve.lues 

1.n each of the particular conditions varied widely 

among the children. Of the two main variables, Public-
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Private and Out-In-Recorded., the· former showed little 

effect on cheating and·while the latter did influence 

the amount of cheating, further analysis indicated that 

this effect was mainly due·to the lowest amount of cheat-

ing in tlie Recorded group. The over-all result indicates 

that temptation, created in various degrees by the ex-

perimental variables, has a minimal effect on the amount 

of chea·t1ng. Cheating decreases significantly, however, 

when the chances of being discovered are a certainty. 

The results obtained in using the total number 

of cheat responses were not particularly revealing in 

regard to our hypothesis. It is possible that this 1s 

being ca.used by the ef'feot ·of the very ~lose cheat 

responses; which olouds the issue. Another posa:tble 

explanation is that there are factors other than just 

the experimental variables influencing the :r-esults. or 

that the proposed hypothesis is not va.lid, especially 

since there was some indication that the temptation of 

the situations did hot mean the same th:tng ror each 

child. 

The next measure considered is the olose cheat 

response type; the responses which were quite olose to 

the stimuli and which may or may not have been honest 

misp.ercept:tons or errors. Ta.bie VII shows the ra.ee.ns, 
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medians, a:nd ranges obtained for this criterion. 

TABLE VII 

PlillCI~NT AGE i!EANS; MFJ)IANS, AND RANGES 
FOR CLOSE TYPE 01m CI·mAT RESPONSES 

OUT IN REC 
:Prlv Pub Priv Pub Priv Pub 

Means 35.2 25.1 28 .. 8 64.2 26.l 23.6 

1fedians 29.5 38.5. 29.0 65.0 22.5 1z.o 
Ranges 7-79 0-67 9-79 26-91 0-73 0-76 

The data presented in 1rable IV indicates that 

the mean saorea, except for the Out-Public, follow 

closely the pattern previously found for the total 

number o.f 1 oheat responses. The least cheating is 

seen in the Recorded and in the Private out and In 

conditions. The most cheating ls in the In-Public 

group. The apparent gres.teat change in the means :ls 

in the Public-Out, from one o.f the highest to that of 

one of the lowest cheating scores. The .order of the 

scores again does not follow the stated hypothesis or 

appear to be systematized in any particular direction. 

TABLE VIII. shows the result of testing (a) 

the Public-Private conditions and (b) the Out-In-

Recorded conditions. The Wilcoxon-non-parametric 

method is used again since the data does not fulfill 
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the nor1µality requirement for other methods. 

The results of the analysis of variance for 

the close cheat responses follow the identical 

pattern found for the total m:rmber of cheat responses, 

shown in Table v. No significant difference is 

evident bet\veen the Publio-Pri vate variables, but 

the difference found in ·the out-In-Recoroed groitping 

is significant on less than the .01 level. Again 

it ls apparent that under the Recorded condition 

least cheating occurs. 

TABLE VIII 

RAIHCS ANALYSIS OF V.ARIANCE 
FOR OL0SI': anrt:AT RJ1:.$PONSES 

Source 

1. Fublic~Private 

2. Out-In-Recorded 

T 

287.5 

.249 .5 

p 

not sig. 

.01 

Reoapit~lating then, the re~ult of combining 

variables for the close cheat respopses indicates: 

cheating 1s just as likely to occur when it is done 

Publicly or Privately; and there is less cheating 

when there is a definite possibility of being dis-
. 

covered doing it. 
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The T•test analysis of the diff'erence,between 

the cond1t:tons is required only for the Out-In-Recorded 

variable since the other., Publio--Privute, ·vvas not sig• 

·nifidant. :rt ls therefore both legitimate axid desir-

able to consider the former variable with the Public-. 

Pr:l va.te condi t:tons pooled. As with tho total obeat 

responses., this means obtaining the T".•--;v.e.lues .for the 

Out-In., Out-Recordod, and In•Recorded comparisons. 

These are given in Table IX. 

TABLE IX 

'11...,T'ESTS FOR POOLim OUT-IN-RECORDED 
GROUPS OM CLos:g cHg AT RESPONSES 

T p 

Out•In 355.0 not sig. 

out-Recorded 360.5 not sig. 

In-Recorded 318.5 .02 

The results of the 11'-tests for the pooled 

out-In-Recorded groups indicate: (a) There is little 

difference in the mean ~ercentage cheats b8tween 

the Out-In groups and the Out-Recorded groups; and 

(b) there is a significant dH'ference between the 

In"'.'Recorded groups. These results for the close 

(l) cheat responses in that the difference between 
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the Out--Reoorded groups was not significant. To 

state this in an other way: ( a.) the effeet o~ an 

adu.lt being out of the r>oon1 was not very much 

dif i'erent compared wl th el ther \vhen he was in the 

room or when the child, knew for certain his cheats 

were detectable; and (b) with an adult in tha room 

there was appreciably less cheating when the chi.ld 

was deti11itely aware his che~ting could be discov~red. 

The effect of analyzing the close cheat responses 

seems to be reflected in the lessening of the dif• 

f'erencea in cheating between the conditions where the 

adult is out of the room and where he is in the room 

and the child :ts aware that his performance is being 

recorded. 

The results obtained in using the close cheat 

responses also does not offer any confirmation of . . 
the gen.eral hypothesis set forth in this thesis. 

Although there were differences in cheating among 

the situational. conditions, they did not reflect the 

premia.e; the more tel:llpting <the situation the more 

cheating. Again, as with tho previous response measure, 

there was a wide variance within each of tha treatment 

groups suggesting that the temptation values of the 

conditions were not constant for each of ·the children.· 

The Public-Private ·taotor did not noticeably affaot 
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er.mating e..11.d the degree of discovery did appear to 

affect :tt, as shown by the In-Recorded comparison., 

It would appear therefore, that many of the childron 's 

<Jlc,se cheat reqJ onses were determined by fRctors other 

than just the experimental variables. It la possible 

th.at errors 1n ,judgement I thinking they did win when 

the;{ did not., were influencing the scores obtained 

under the close cheat criterion. 

So far we have investigated the total numbe~ 

of cheat responses and the close type one cheat 

response erlteria" There remains then the lnst index, 

the distant cheat responses; those wh:tch oo.n be con ... 

a:tdered unequivocally as cheats. In this group all 

the doubtful close roaponses are eliminated and a 

somewhat "purer" cheating score is used. The results 

for this criterion are given in Ta.ble X. Eliminating 

tho uncertain cheat responses resul ta ln an over-all 

lowering of the mean scores but the order of the 

cheating f'rom most to lesst still is not consistent 

with the predictions. The Recorded groups st:tll show 

the 1 east cheating al though there is now a somewhat 

larger difference between on the Private a.na Public 

variable. It is also clear that the distant cheat 

response scores are not normally distributed with 
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homogenous variances as suggested by the vm•iation in 

the ~dze of the rangos and the differences between the 

means and medians. 

Acoordlng to the procedure used in analyzing the 

two previous measures of cheating, the two major 

variables were pooled and tested by the Wilcoxon non-

·parametrio procedure. The reslllts of the ranks analysis 

of variance are given in Table XI while Table XII shows 

the results of. the T-tests. 

Means 

Medians 

Ranges 

TABIE X 

PE.RCEMT !GR MEAWS, MltjDIAMS, AWD RANGJ~S 
FOR .DISTA1'1T CEEAT RESPOMS:f:S 

OUT IN REG 
Priv Pub Priv Pub Priv 

15.2 35.4 21.3 48.8 24.3· 

8.3 31.7 22.1 44.l 21.'7 

0-50 0-86 0-67 10-77 0-100 

Pub 

11.5. 

o.o 
0-50 

While no signifi cs111t difference exists between 

the total Public and total Private scores, there is 

a highly reliable difference among the differences 

found inithe total Out, In, and Recorded groups. The 

results are very much the same as those found for the 

preceeding criteria.. Therefore, :follow:tng along from 
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what already has been wrlt'to11, it appears 'l:;ha.t in the 

cheat two and three responses neither of the two 

limited social conditions established :ln this experiment, 

Public or Private affected the cheating response more 

than the other one. 

Source 

TABLE XI 

RAM~ ANALYSIS OF VAHIANCJZ 
JtOR DI$TAN11! CHillA11' R11:SPOIJSTI;S 

T p 

1, P1:1blio-l?ri ve.te 

2. Out-In-Reoo:t"ded 

285 not sig. 

252 

The results obtained .:from the T.;.test analysis 

of the distant cheat .responses are very nm.ch the same 

as those found on the previous cri ter1.on 1 ., the close 

cheat responses. Both the-pooleq Out .. rn and the pooled 

Out-Recorded comparisons did not reveal any actual dif-

ferences in cheating scores while the pooled In-Recorded 

comparison did show a reliable difference. The data 

indicate that cheating was neither more nor less when 

an adult was in or out of the cheating room; no more 

cheating occurred when the child was quite aware he 

coul{l be found out than when he knew the adult was out 
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of the room t'or a dei'.':tnite period of t1m.e; with the adult 

in the room all the time, thore wa.s less cheating when 

the child lmew he could be readily discovered cheating. 

The evidence points u.p the contention that there is less 

cheat:tng when the child knows he can be discovered and 

the most cheating occurs when an adult is p1--eae11t who 

ne:tther sanctions nor denies the child's work as he is 

doing it. The cheating occu1"ring when the adult ls not 

in the room falls between these two,,,showing no differ-

ence in cheating scores when compcu-•ed individually with 

e:l.ther of the other two groups. .Although the differences 

were not significant lt la reasonable to consider them 

as -indicating a mid-point in the cheating -scores range. 

It is likely that the Out condition wa.s not too tempting 

to many of the children but instead was what m:tght be 

a conflict situation wherein there was uncertainty, 

although desire, about ta.king a token. It is true the 

children were told that the adult would be out of' the 

room and gone for a definite period ot time, but still 

for some it is likely that they were not certain a.bout 

thls at"td their per.forms.nee was hsndicapped by the la.ck 

of structure in the test sl tuation. The results of ·the 

distant cheat response criterion does not follow the 

expected formulation set forth in this thesis • 
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TABLE XII 

T-T:F.~STS :B10R POOL\1:D OUT•IN•H1WOR11KD 
GROUPS OM DISTANT OHENI' RESPOMSJ~S 

T p 

Out-In 351.5 not sig. 

Out-Reoor·ded 3174.0 not sig. 

In-Recorded 328.5 .05 

The gene1"-nl hypothesis of this thesis states 

that the amount of cheating is a .c1irect func.tion 

of the degree of tempto.tion in a situation. In 

an effort to study this, a:lx experimental sit\.rn.tions 

were devised. F!aoh varied in tho degree of poasi-. 

bllity of being discovered as follows: (a) three we.ya 

while cheating and {b) two ways after cheating. The 

data ,vere then evaluated under the following three 

criteria of cheatings (a) conaldering the total number 

of non-earned tokens taken., (b) counting onlJf the number 

of ver:r close and possibly error, non-:;enrned tokens 

taken; and (c) counting only the number of the more 

distant nnd definitely non-earned tokens taken. All 

the scores were compared as percentage.a and the da:ta 

required a non-parametric analysis since none of the 
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three cheating criteria met the requirement of 

normality neoessary :ror the more usual methods. The 

results for each of the three mee.sures were strH:::lngly 

e1.milar. In no i11ste.nce was there anY co11i'irmati-on of 

the hypothesis. When the out-ln-Recorded nnd Public• 

Pr1 va.te variablos were pooled and comparisons made, 

in all instances the latter did not show any 1:tf:f'aroncee 

in their ~f'fect on cheating. whereas the former did. 

Tht} other major difference was found in ·the T-

test analysis for the pooled Out-In-Recorded responses. 

For both the close type one and the :rnore .distant _type 

two and three J:''3,sponaes only the L'l')_-Recorcied comparison 

showed a reliable difference on the .os level of better. 

Whereas the total cheat responses not only showed this 

but also the Out-Recorded comparison was slgnii'lca.."1.t 

on better than the .02 level. 

The results wottld indicate then that in this 

experiment temptation was not particule.rly causally 

related to cheating. That, in general, the environ• 

mentally deterruined variables can not in themselves 

be considered to cause more or less cheating. Cheating 

is appreciably diminished when the limits of the cheating 

situation are more 11 $tructured'• and the child is ~efinitely 

awru."'.e that his performance can be detected. 
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There are several indics.tions which s1.1gg~ist 

that factors other than the environntEmtal determinants 

were involved in this experiment and that they 111ay be 

elther masking the relationship between cheating ·and 

tempt;a.tion or otherwise related to cheating. It was 

noticed that there e.ppeE>,rod to be a large variat:ion 

art1.ong subjects in regards to the way they responded, 

e.g., some took all. their wo.n tokens and some. took 

few. In this regard it should be mentioned that while 

the experiment recognizes that cognitive factors are 

extremely important in an individual's behavior, this 

aspect of the problem of :cheating. as such, is not 

under consideration, It has been pointed out that, 

(a) environmental conditions do not in themselves 

affect cheating one way or another unless the conditions 

are so sot up thaJ; all cheating can be discovered; and 

(b) ·there was some likelihood that other factors were 

operating in tha experiment which. might be affecting 

the chen.ting scores• 

There appears to be a dif'i'erence in the 

children's ability, or skill, to react to the 

expe1"iment. !fo pre-tests of ability for the exper:l--

mental groups Wi7re ma.de since the subjects were 

selected at randon1 and the stimuli were previously 
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standardized, in the pilot study, so that all the 

children would be able to win ·more than they lost 

and the least able child would win at least as much 

a:s he lost. A brief inspection of the ratios betwee11 

wins and wins plus losses showed a high degree of' 

variability suggesting that dif'f't-;rences in skill could 

possibly be invoived tn thla experiment. rrhei•e appears 

to be anoth,~,r factor shcnving up in the data: inhibition. 

This refers to the condl tion previously m.entioned where 

some children took all the tol-cens. they won while smne 

took very few of their winnings. From this it appears 

essential. therefore, to investigate further these two 

factors and to see if they are related to the cheating 

percentages and to one another. 
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CHAPTER V 

ArfA11lSIS OF DATA: 

THE EFFECT OF SKILL AMD 
UilIIBIT Imt ON mrn A:1' IMG 

The measurement of skill in this experiment 

is dependent upon visual motor response adequacy. 

'11he child was presented with 66 visual stimuli to 

which he was to respond by touching a telegraph 

key. The more times he did this• before the stimuli. 

disappeared, the more skillful he was. Thus the 

skill score 1s: the total number of times a child 

won, dl vid.ed by the su..111 of all wins end losses 

multiplied by 100. Since the degree of difficulty 

for each of the 66 stimuli was Sfecifically deter-

mined before the experiment and held constant during 

it and children randomly assigned to the experimental 

conditions, we should a.nticipttte only cha.nee differences 

in skill an1ong the groups. It is pos aible, however, 

that the conditions may induce skill differences. 

It is the purpose of this section to check on this 

possibility and to ascertain what relationship, if 

any; holds between cheating and skill. 

Again non-parametric methods are employed to 

analyze the data since the skill scores are not 
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normally distributed although they do appear more 

normal than any of the previously described cheat dis-

tributions. The means, medians, and ranges of the 

skill scores for each of the six experimental con-

ditions are shown 111 Table XIII. Here it is suggestive 

that the children differed in skill. This not only 

1•aises the usual question concerning the significance 

of the differences but also the prpblem of determining 

how sldll relates to the dependent variable, oheat:tng. 

If the differences are not significant, indicating that 

·the variations in skill found among the chilaren are 

primarily due to chance, then the problem of skill is 

simplified. as it need not be further considered as a. 
factor operating in the experiment. However, if the 

differences are reliable and skill does appear as an 

influence, it is necessary to appraise its effect on 

cheating. 

M:eana 

Medians 
Ranges 

T ABL1': XIII 

THE .MEANS, :hfil;DIANS, AND 
RANGES OF SKILL SC OR1£'.S 

OUT IN REC 
Pub Fri Pub Pri Pub 

27.8 24.9 21.9 44.6 45.6 

31.5 21.5 21.8 43.7 42.8 
11-55 4-56 2-35 22-68 0•66 
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The mean skill scores for the six groups follow 

the temptation pattern esta.bl:tshed in this thesis, 

more closely than any of the mean cheat scores. It 

is also evident that the medians riere are closer to 

the means than in previous instances and that the 

Priva'f::e groups tend to have a wider ,range of scores 

than the Public. When the Public and Privat~e con-

ditions are combined the ranges for the pooled Out, 

In, and Recorded groups appear to increase. The 

patt,:irn appears to ind:1.cate that when there is least 

likelihood of the ch11d 1 a performance being discovered,. 

than there ls also the least am.aunt of intra-group 

variability in skill. For example i, for these pooled 

conditions, the narrowest ra..."lge i.a , seen in the Out 

group, it increases in the In grou.p and is widest 

in the Recorded group. Although this in no way is 

conclusive evidence reflective of skill affecting 

cheating, it does suggest tho possibility that dif-

ferent intra-skill consistency 1s induced by the 

effeot of the variable pertaining to the probability 

of discovery• It is therefore not too itnprobable to 

think of the intra-group variations seen in, the cheat• 

111.g scores as haviz;ig this influence inbedded in them. 

This suggests the possibility that the cheating scores 

may be contauiinated in this indirect way: e.g., skill 
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functions as a. factor not directly influonclng 

cheating itself but is related to the experlmental 

conditions ln such a. way that indirectly it affects 

the cheat:lng scores. 

It is possible to examine tbe above idea: 

that skill differs within the experim.enta.l conditions 

but is not related to cheating. This requires 

examining first the six different experimental 

conditions to see if they actually differ in skill 

and second, to compare the skill soores with the 

three different indices of cheating. The st~tlstical 

analysis 1s tv10-fold: {a) using the previously men-

tioned non-parametr:l.c RanJ.::s Analysis o:f Variance 

and T ... test methods and ( b) invest1gat:tng the degree 

and direction of rela.t::tonship between skill and 

cheating by means of the usual Pearson product-moment 

correlation .formula. 

Tables XIV and XV show the results obtained in 

comparing the ?ifl'er~nces found in skill among the 

six condition·s and Table XVI is a summary of the 

correlation ooetficiients for skill and e·ach of the 

three cheating oritorion. 
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Sou:t•ce 

TABLE XIV 

RANY~ ANALYSIS OF 
VAR IA.rWJi; FOR SKILL 

T 

1~ Public-Private 

2. Out-In-Recorded 

290 

251 

TABLE XV 

p 

not sig • 

• oi 

T-TESTS FOR POOLED 
OUT-IN;.RECORDED CONDITIONS FOR SKILL 

T p 

Out-In 380.0 not sig. 

Out-Recorded 315.0 .01 

In-Recorded 343.5 not aig. 

'rhe resu~ts obtained from comparing the pooled 

means for each of the two experimental variables show 

that a.gain, as for the previous three cheat criteria., 

there is no reliable difference in skill found be-

tween the Public and Privat-s factors. Tb.a difference 

found among the probability of discovery factors, 

Out, In., and Recorded groups, a1"'e highly aigni.f 1cant 
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s.nd are not due to chance variations. It ean be 

stated that the Public and Private oondi tions had 

no effect on the children's skill in responding to 

the stimuli; they were as skillful in one condition 

as on the other. The effect of the L1.ke1ihood: of 

dis'covery variable on skill, however,. was e-vldent. 

Thdre tu•e definite differences in skill when the 

probability of. discovery is va1 .. ied. 

A breakdown of this variable into iter ·three 

comparativ~ g~oupfngs, seen in Table. III, indicates: 

the condition of an adult being either In or Out of 

the room had no appreciable effect on the children's 

skill and the children who knew their work was being 

Recorded were more skillful than those who,did not. 

It is further evide11t that: the most skillful children 

were iri the Recorded group, the next were those .who 

worked wb.ile the adult was in the room, and the .least 

skillful were those who W'orked alone in the room. 

From this it can be said that, on the basis of the 

temptation variable, the probability of discovery: 

the more likely the child's work can be discovered 
. . 

and the less tempting the situation, then the more 

skillful is his per1'ormance. 

In summary: the analysis of the effect of the 
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expe?':lm.ental conditions on the ohildpen'a skill 
' 

demonstrates that the pooled Public and Private 

conditions are not influential and that the pooled 

Out, In., and Recorded groups did differentially 

influence the ohildrGn' s skill to perform.. the 

experiment. The most skillful were those who 

were more highly aware of the probabil:tty of their 

v10rk being seen or k.11.own. It is 11ery likely there-

fore• that a child's skill increases when he is more 

certain of the limits of the situation within which 

he is work:i.ng. Another way of stating this is that 

perhaps the recorded performance or the presence of 

the examiner represents an external force toward 

good performance. 

It has been shown that tne Out, In, and 

Recorded treatments did have different effects on 

the children ts skill. It now :remains to be seen 

if the obtained skill scores were related to cheating. 

Table XVI shows the correlation coefficients between 

the skill and the three cheat criteria seores. It 

ia quite apparent that the beat correlntion obtained, 

of' plus 0.21 betw~en skill and the type two and three 

cheat scores, is in no way suggestive of a clear relation• 

ship between skill and the three measures of cheating. 
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Tests of intra-group correlation also do not show 

any significant relationships. 

It can be concluded from these results that 

sldllfu-lness of' the children performing the experi-

ment a.a such was not a f' actor influencing, cheating. 

However, the experimental conditions themselves 

tended to :foster differences in skill. 

Cheat 

Total 

Cheat 

Cheat 

TABLE xv:r 
CORRELATION C OifFFI C IJl:1'1'11 S 

FOR SKILL AND CHEATIJ:TG 

Criteria rxy P* 

Cheats ( 1-., 2, and 3) t 0.04 not 

(1) I o.oa not 
(2 and 3} I 0.21 not 

slg. 

s :tg. 

sig. 

* Table for values of correlation coefficient 
required for signiflca.noe at the .05 and .01 
levels for samples of various sizes is ·taken 
from Lundquist (26 1 P. 212}. 

Another factor also appeared to be ~nvolved 

in the children •s performance in th:1.s eJ..1>eriment. 

It was noticed that in many instances a ohlld did 

not take a token even though he had won it. This 
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failure to respond may be .cons:i.dered as a form of 

:lnh:l.bition. The percentage sa.or-e for inhibition 

was thf) taken vdns dlvlded by the total number of 

wins inultiplied by 100. This inhibition score then, 

tells the percentage of wins on which a child did 

take a token and the higher the score then the 

lower the inhibition. To refresh the rea.derts memory 

it might be nseful to contrast cheating and inhibition: 

cheating was the percent of times a ~-earned token 

was taken and in.½.ibition is the percent of times an 

earned token was not taken. 

Since the children were selected a.t random 

for each of the six experiments.ls eond:l.tlons, no 

reliable differences should be expected to exist 

between them. If this assumption is not substantiated, 

then it is possible that inhibition is a fnctor also 

to be reckoned with. It is evident that the inhibi-

tion scores are not normally d:tstr:tbuted and again 

the non-para,netric techniques of a.i.vialysis must be 

used. The means, medians, and ranges of the inhibi-

tion sco1~es for each of the s:tx experimental conditions 

are given in '!'able XVII. .An examination of this table 

shows that the groups are different and they follow 

the random pattern previously seen in the ohea.t 

criteria data. No relationship between temptation 

ana inhibition is obvious. 
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Moans 

Modians 

Ranges 

TABLE: XVII 

THE ?1!1f,AHS, :MEDIANS, AND 
RANGES OF INHIBITIOlif SDOR.SS 

OUT Ilt tmc 
Pub Pr1 Pub Pri Pub Pr1 

53.0 55.8 81.2 68.3 46.0 58 .• 8 

43.8 53.6,, 86.4 72.6 37t0 56.0 

22•86 25-100 50 ... 100 34 ... 93 0-92 20-100 

The question still remains, however, are the 

differences 1n the inhibition scores significant 

a.nd., lf so., what does this indicate? If the differ-

ences a:t>e unreliable and unrelated to cheating we 

can 1.gnore this factor. It a relationship does 

exist between inhibition and cheating, ·then it is 

possible that; the inhibition factor influences 

cheating and may be obscuring true relationship 

existing between temptation and cheating •. , 

The results of co1nparing .the rank totals for 

the pooled groups are shown in Table XVIII. The 

tests of the Outi In, and Recorded and the Public-

Private group., indicate that the Public and Private 

group did not differ 111 regard to the degree of 

inhipition whereas the pooled Out, In., and Recorded 

variable did. These reaults·show again, thnt the 
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variable of "discovery" differentiate the children•s 

performance and this t1.:me in regard to their freedom 

in taking earned tokens. 

TABLE XVIII 

RANKS ANAT;ysrs OF VARIANCE 
FOR INRIBITION 

1. Public-Private 

2, out-In-Recorded 

298 

264 

p 

not s1g. 

.os 

An inspection of Table- XIX, the T ... test 

analysis for the conditions :tn the ndiscoverytt 

variable, shows that actually the three groups a.re 

not too different from one another, that the main 

difference is between the In and Recorded groups. 

The comparisons of Out with In and Out with R<1corded 

do not show any reliable di.t'forences al though the 

Out-In comparisons was strongly st1ggestlve of a 

true difference. It can be concluded that. the 

children's performances were equally as free when 

the adult was either in or out or the room, but 

that when he remained in the room their performance 

was more II inhibited 11 when they knew it was be:lng 
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recorded than when th!'1y ware not aware of this fact. 

From this it is evident, tho.t over-all the factor 

of inhlbl.tion was a fairly constant influence, 

although it can be said that the chi.loren in the 

s5.x experiment!:l.l conditions were not equal in their 

:rendiness to take tokens, .and there was a tendency 

towards lees inhibition when a child was in .a situa-

tlon which was a~11b1guous3.y st:ructured. 

TABLE XIX 

II'fHIBlTION T-TESTS FOR POOLED 
OUT-IN-m~~CORDJ~D CONDITION'$ 

T p 

Out--In :340 not sig. 

out-Recorded 392 not sig. 

In-Recorded. 323 .02 

* Close to .05 level (T .05: 338) 

* 

Up to th5.s point it haa been demonstrated 

that inhibition as a. :f' e.ctor operating in this ex-
periment~ was af :Ceoted only to a. limited degree by 

the experimental ·1ariablea. It now must be deter-

mined if the inhibition scores are cor11elatecl with 

the cheating scores. 4: smnmary of the correlation 
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ooefficien.ts for inhibition ,vi'th each of the three 

measures of cheating, 1' ound ::.n Ta.hle XX, indi cs.tes that 

a stgni:f':tca.nt pos:fuive relationship between inhtbi tion 

and each of the throe measures of choating is present. 

1"Al't . .... 
Cheat 

Total 

Cheat 

Cheats 

TABLE XX 

OORRF.LATIOM COEF.FlCIJiMTS 
i•10R INB.IBll1 lON AlrD GW.i:ATING 

·-· 
Criteria rxy 

Cheats (1, 2 and 3) f 0.25 

(1) ./ o.75 

(2 and 3) ./- o.37 

p * 
.os 
.01 
.01 

·U• Significance was determined by Lindquist •s 
Table (26), 

These results strongly support the contention 

therefore that the dlfferencea found among the experi-

mental conditions in chet1ting 1:'l.ro probably distorted. 

due to the effect of the uncontrolled variation 

caused by inhibition. Since this is so, it is 

necessary to control this inhibition factor. Some 

means of equalizir.1g all the groups on the basis of 

inhibition and thereby eliminating the distortion 

must be applied. After doing this it would then be 

possible to. re-examine the experimental conditions 
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freed from the influence of inhibitions. 

Before entering into the problem of adjusting 

the inhibition scores in order to control its influence 

on cheating., it should be mentioned that the correlat:ton 

between the inhibition and skill scores was determined. 

The obtained Pearson r was o.005. This is hardly sig-

nificant and it is apparent that these two variables 

are not related. Therefore., since skill also did not 

appear to be aff'ect1ng cheat:i.ng it is possible., by 

holding the inhil?:lt:ton scores C(?nstant, to consider 

the obtnined adjusted cheating ~cores as ~eing more 

valid measures. 
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OHAPf.PER VI 

ANALYSIS OF DATA: 

1P.BE A:DJUS1t.ED OHB:AT SCORES 

The data obtained in this study were originally 

analyzed by means of non-pa.rametr:1.c methods since the 

assumption needed for the usual stat1.st1ca.l procedures 

ware not met. The results of this analysis indicated 

that the obtained differences among the experimental 

conditions did not follow the general hypothesis and 

that they were apparently being influenced by other 

uncontrolled factors. Al though differences in sldll 

and in inhibition appeared to be involved., it was 

found that only the latter was affecting the cheating 

scores. Because of this confounding it is now 

essential to control inhibition and then to see if 

the differences found among the experimental groups 

follmv the proposed hypothesis. 

One method of controlling 1nhib1t1on would 

be to use the analysis of covariance { 12). This 

technique permits a direct comparison of the dif-

ferences obtained in the scores for one variable 

when they have been adjusted for the variation found 

in a second variable. It has the advantage that none 
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of the data have to be discarded. Its disadvantage., 

fo1 ... this study at least, is that the basic a.ssu.l'llptions 

underlying it are: ( a) a normal distribution of scores., 

(b) homogeneity of variances and (c) a linear relation 

between the two variables. 

An attempt to solve the problem of ttnormality" 

was made by tra.nsformlng all the individual cheat 

scores into logarithms. These transformed scores 

were then tested to see if they met the above 

assumptions, The tran.sformed soores were not 

norm.ally distributed although by inspection they . 
exhibited a linear relationship to inhibition. In 

another attempt to meet the requirements for analysis 

of covariance the cheat scores were converted into 

reoiprocals, but still the resulting scores were not 

normally distributed. .At this point it was evident 

that further attempts to transform the scores, in an 

effort to approach normality, were not warranted and 

use of the analysis of oova:c•ianoe was abandoned. 

Since it was not feasible to use the analysis 

of covar•iance as a means of controlling the inhib1.tion 

faotor other· possibilities were considered even though 

they were less sensitive. A common but somewhat gross 

method is to use a percentile grouping. This involves 
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separating all the individual inhibition scores into 

percentiles or even quartiles, and then comparing the 

cheating scores in the experimental conditions for each 

grouping, Since there were only 10 subjects 1n each 

condition this method was- not practical. Instead, the 

median for the inhibition scores was obtained and all 

the cheating scores were then separated into two groups 

of 30 subjects ea.ch, above or below the inh1b1tion 

median. O~ly the pooled Out, In, and Recorded groups 

were analyzed since previously the results consistently 

indicated that there were no :reliable differences 

between the scores obtained in the Public and Private 

groups. Also, this variable did not appear to be 

affeeted by inhibition, 

As might be expected, separating the cheat 

scores into above and below the inhibition median 

resulted in unequal N's: above the med:tnn: 0ut-8, 

In-15, and Recorded-7; below,the median: Out-12, 

In-5, and Recorded-13, The means for the Out, In, 

a.no Recorded groups and for each cheat. criterion are 

shown in Table XXI. The table indicates that out of 

the six sets of means three followed the order pre-

dicted by the hypothesis of this thes:ts, two did not and 

one reversed the order. This alignment of the cheating 
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means, holding inhibition grossly constant, did not 

reflect any consistent picture from which definite 

conclusions concerning the role .of temptation in 
-. 

ohea.ting'oould be made. However, since three sets of 

means did follow the predicted order they should be 

further examined.: 

TA.BLJ!! XX! 

CHEAT CRl"TBRIA. PREQUI:::NCY M'f?:ANS 
ABOVtG AND BF.LOW IiillI8ITION MEDIAN 

Above Median Below Median 
Criterion Total Close Distant Total Close D1sta."1t 

Out 49.3 50.4 43.9 21.6 23.6 12.'7 

In 49.1 56.3 44.7 18.6 21.4 14.4 

Recorded 41.7 55.4',: 23.0 11.9 11.5 19.8 

Chi-Square 0.65 ----~ ----- 2.96 4.60 1./78 

The pooled ex;perlmentnl groups followed the 

expected pattern on the total cheat criterion in 

above the median and on the total and olcae criteria 

below the median. While on the distant criterion 

below the median, the groups followed a reverse 

pattern. Again confronting us was the fact that the 

data were not norma.liy diatr:i.buted and not amenable 

to the usual statistical procedures. It waa possible, 
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however, to get an estimate concerning the probability 

of obtaining suoh frequency di.stributions of scores by 

using the simple ch1•squa.re technique. The hypothesis 

to be t<.:Jsted then would be: the frequency distribution 

of cheat scores is due to chance and no .differences 

exist be.tween the experimental conditions and the 

expected frequency scores. To test this the total 

frequency mean or grand frequency 111ean for the one 

criterion being examined was obtained: e.g. ohoat 

criterion tw·o a.''H:l th1:>ee, above the inb.lbit:ton medlan. 

'fhia was considered to represemt the bast expected 

f'reque:noy mean for the three experimental conditions 

within that orftariori. This 'made :tt possible to 

compare the three obtained frequency means and aae if 

they dtffered from what m:!.ght; be expected 'tor the 'entire 
,./. 

group ( 12). ?lone of the obtained chi•squares, shown in 

11lable XXI wa.s significant. Thus, although a trend did 

appear to be ind:toated b~r three of the cheat criteria., 

when inhibition was held g:r-ossly constant, there was 

no conolus:tve evidence substantlating the hypothesis. 

Although no oonf';i.rmation of the hypothesis was 

evident, whmn the above method wa.s used to hold 

inhibition constant, the correlation between 1nhibltion 

and cheating was again revealed. In ea.ch case the mean 
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for the total cheat criterion above the median was 

considerably higher than :tts counterpart found below 

the 'median. Table XXII indicates the'total -mean .for 

each criterion, above and below the inhlbitio11 nte.d1an. 

From this evidence it is feasible to conclude that 

those boys who were less inhibited (higher inhibition 

scores), ·nere generally the ones who cheated the most 

or conversely, the more lnhibi ted boys cheated the 

least• 

Above 
:Median 

Below 
Median 

TABLE XXII 

POOL"ED CHE.kl' CR ri''.ER IA MEANS 
.ABOVE Ju1D BELOW IMHIBITION MEDIAN 

Criteria 

Total Close Distant 

54.5 39.4 47.4 

17.9 16+1 16.9 

There is no question that the use of such 

techniques of distributing scores above and below 

a median is relatively insensitive to the more 

subtle aspects of what the data may indicate. It 

ia desirable at this point not only to control the 

effects of inhibition, but also to transform the 
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cheating s1.~ores so that they are normally distributed. 

The method us_ed to normalize the cheat data 

was a chi transformation. The simple four fold table 

does not require that the dnta be normally distributed 

s.l though the resulting chi itself is normally distributed. 

By col'lV$rting the 180 cheat scores obtained for each of 

the three cheat Cl"iteria into 8. chi score,. the resulting 
', 

data then should be normally distributed. The actual 

process of doing thls was to compute a chi for the number 

of wins and losses where a token was not ta.ken with 
'· 

those. where a token was taken. For each subject, then, 

there was made three 2 x 2 chi--square tables, one .for 

each cheat criterion. The tables followed this formt 

taken 
not 

taken 

Won 
31 

5 

Lost 
7 

20 

Methodologically, the :r~esulting chi was considered 

primarily as a. score rather than a test of diff erenae. 

Although the chi-scores thereby obte.lned reflected the 

relat1onah:lp between taken and not taken tokens when a 

boy won or lost. In this regm,d; since the chi-scores 

were all positive,, it was found that the boys generally 

tended to take tokens when they won and not take them 
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when the>y lost! 

It should be mentioned that in obtaining the 

various chi-scores I<1 isher • s exact method of analysis 

was used wheneve~ the e:q>eoted frequency was 5 or less. 

This necessitated changing the resulting p-value into a 

cbi ... aquare a.rid obtaining the square root of the latter. 

In all other oa.ses the correetion for oon~inuity was 

used. 

By converting all the cheat scores into their 

corresponding chi-scores, new sets of data were obtained. 

'J?hey required further statistical treatment since it 

could not be assumed they followed the same trend.a as 

their derl vs.ti ves. Again examination of the. Public-

Pr1.vate variable did not reveal any promising trends. 

A comparison of the pooled Out, In, and Recorded ch:t-

means was not made since it was considered that the 

uncontrolled variation from skill and inhibition was 

still involved within these. chi-scores. Skill and 

inh:tbition were correlated first with the chi~scores 

obtained within each cheat criterion. The resulting 

Pea.rson•s r 1s are given in Tables XXIII and XXIV. 

Inspection of' Tables XXl!I · s.nd XXIV indicates 

transforming the cheat scores into chi-scores, tended 

in general to lower the size of the correlation 
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coeff:i.cients althouP:h the correlation for the sldll and - . 

inhibition: factors with the regular, unaa;jus.ted cheat 

criteria., were higher. Inhibition was found to be 

,$.ffeeting the cheat scores .only in one criterion., 

t~'I)e one cheat instead of in all three ct•iterie. as 

previou.sly found" With skill, under the total cheat 

criterion, the tra.nsforma.tion showed it was affecting 

the cheat scores which is somewhat dif .:t'e·rent from :tts 

complete le.ck of influence upon the earlie1~ cheat scores 

(see tables XIV, XV, and XVI).. Ons criterion, the 

close cheat responses, did appear to be uninfluenced 

by skill and oould bo directly analyzed. 

Chettt 

COHRHLN.PION COJZFF!G:.tE:NTS BETVf2EN 
SKILL AUD CHl-SCOIDi OHSA'!' CHIT.BRIA 

Criteria r xy p 

Total I 0.33 •. 01 

Olose I 0.15 not sig. 

Distant f 0.18 not s:l.g. 

The mean ohi ... sco:res for this criterion (two 

and three), for the pooled Out, In, and Recorded 

variable, were: Out-1.48, In-1.63, and Recorded•l.58. 
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:tt was obvious that the rank order of scores dJd not 

agree vii th the proposed h:ypothes :ts. It wns. a.ls o 

apparent that there was actually 1:t.ttle difference 

between the means and the variability was great. 

On these bases l t was a.ate to conclude that for the 

distant cheat criterion no evidence was obtained to 

substantiate the thesis that the amount of chr::iating 

done was a function of the temptation involved in 

the situation. 

T lill LTI! XX IV 

CORRJ!lLAT!ON COEFPICir?.NTS BJi,TV{RE:N 
nrnmITIOll Atfl) CHI-SC Olm CHEAT GRI'fl:rJ:n IA 

Cheat Cl"i te1"1a r p 
xy 

Total I 0.21 not sig. 

Close I o.s3 .01 

Distant I 0.14 not sig. 

'!'he total cheats criterion was analyzed next. 

Tho uncontrolled variation due to tho etfeot of.skill 

was held constant by dividing the skill scores of 

all 60 subjects into two groups: those with scores 

either above ·or below the skill median. This resulted 

in two d:tstinct sets of chi-score data. Although the 
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total number of subjects in each set was 30, the three 

conditions Out, In, and Recorded did not have equal 

N1s. 

'I1he chi-score means obtained for the pooled 

Out., In., and Recorded variable for both above and 

.below the skill median are presented in Table XK"V. 

It is evident that the ntaana .for the data above the 

skill media.11 did not follow the expected order. The 

means .for the' data below the skill median did. It is 

the11 possible, the chi-scores being normally distributed, 

to test the differences between the means in ea.ch set 

of data by using a simple analysis of variance. A 

factorial analysis would be preferred but because of 

the unequal '.r.P s this could not be done. The results 

of the analysis of variance made for both sets of as.ta, 

after tes·ting for the homogenoity of the variances by 

means of Bartlett's test are shown in Table x:£..V. 

T /.ffiLE XXV 

VARIANCE: ANAJXSIS OF :l'OTAL CHTI:ATS CRITERION 
CHl-SCORii'.S ABOVE AMD BELOW SICTLL .Mr .. mIAN 

Above Below 
Out In Rec Out In. 

Means 2.04 2.46 1.s1 1.28 1.43 

F l.07 o.as 
p :Uot sig. Not sig. 
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The evidence presontea in Table L"tV iz1d:to ated 

that again the proposed hypothesls of this thesis 

was not ve1--it'ied. No significant d:lf fe:rerwes were 

found to exist between the chl-aoore total criterion 

iueana for the pooled Out, In, and Recoro.ed variable 

whon the effect of skill was roughly held oonatant. 

,Uthough the method of controlling the variation due 

to skill was gross., the results do follow the same 

trends previously found. 

Up to this point 1 t has been shown that the 

di.t't'erences found in cheating an1.ong ·the pooled Out, 

In, and Recorded groups on the basis of tht, total 

and distru1t cheat criteria., are not significant when 

the eheat scores are normalized and factors of possible 

uncontrolled var•1ation are held constant. 

The close cheat criterion alone now remains to 

be analyzed, It ,was indicated that the chi-scores 

and inhibition were significantly correlated. Some 

means of':remov:tng the influence of inh:tbition had to 

bo fo1md before any conclusions could be made concerning 

this criterion. Again, th:ts was accompl:tshed by using 

the median as a cut-off point .. The subjects ware 

divided into :two groups: one ·above and the other ·below 
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the median score of inhib:ttion. Then, :tn ee.oh group 

the Out,. In, and Recorded conditions were compared 

on the basis of the cl0se cheats criterion chi-scores 

obtained for each subject 1.n tha.t group. Since the 

.factor of inh:l.bi tion appeared to influence the cheat 

scores in all the oriteri.a before they were tra.nsf9rmed 

into ch:t ... soores, :lt was decided to compare the chi-

scores obtained in the e~perimental .conditions with 

inh1hlt1on held constant for all three cheat criteria. 

rrABLB XXVI 

CHI-SCORE 1XGANS FOR -POOLU:D OUT, IN, ~.Tu1) 
RECORDED VARIABLE ABOVE AND BELOW 

INHIBI'l'ION .MEDIAN FOR ALL CHEAT CRITERIA 

Above MecUs.n Below Median 
Criteria Out In Rec Out In Rea 

{1,2, & 3) 2.15 1.90 2.09 1.15 1.87 1.79 

(l) 1.98 1.96 1.26 1.02 1.18 1.10 

(2 and 3) 1.62 1.74 2.34 1.39 1.31 1.19 

Table XX.VI gives a summary of the obtained chi-

score means for the pooled Out., In., and Recorded con-

d:1.tions 1 both for above and below the inhibition median 

and for nll three cheat crltorie.. A brief gJ.a.,,-,ce at 
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this table is all that is needed to sfc that the 

sets of means are diatrlbtlted in every possl.ble 

order: in some Out has the largest mean score, in 

others it has the smallest and the same 'lack of order 

is present in the other two conditions, In and Recorded. 

I:!xoept for the Recorded group on the close cheats criterion, 

all the above means scores were larger than those found 

below the median. Although 1 t ia particularly d:'Lfficult, 

because of the complicated data being studied., to deoi'de 

what these distributions, indicate., two suggestive tre11ds. 

can be delineated. First, since there. apparently was 

no internal consistet1cy among the cheat criteria., it is 

quite likely ths.t they did not mes.sure the same aspects 

of cheating. This supports the contention stated earlier 

that several of the responses scored as cheats might have 

been "honest" cl'.leats, 1.e., might have been errors in 

perception. second., by equating the scores for the factor 

o! inhibition, the results reveal that generally the 

less inhibited boys we.re more inclined to take tokens, 

win or lose, than those boys who appeared to be more 

inhibited. It is as though an individual must first 

feel free to perform before he ca..'11. cheat. This second 

tr~nd has appeared repeatedly throughout this study and 

it is reasonably obvious that the factor of inhibition 
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can not be overlooked in further investigations of 

cheating. 

It is possible to analyze the data presented in 

Table XXVI by seeing if there are any of signif:toa~t 

differences between the means within each set of condi-

tions. It is t'elt pertinent to do this in order to see 

which relationships were significantly different, even 

though the rank orders of the vai ... ious means did not 

particularly follow the hypothesis under s·tudy. Again 

a factorial analysis was preferred but could not be 

used because of the unequal Nts,. r11herefore the data 

were studied by m.ea."1.s of a simple analysis of variance. 

In each case Bertlet·t1 s test of variance homogeneity 

was applied first and out of the six sets of data, the 

scores within five sets were found to be homogeneous. 

In onea the total cheat criterion above the median, 

the variances were heterogenous. For this last set 

of data, because of the heterogeniety, analysis of 

variance was not used. Instead chi-square was sub• 

stituted on the basis that the best ,expected 

freguency score ,,Jtould be the mean frequency of all the 

scores within that set of data. Using this grand mean 

frequency as the best predicted mean, makes it possible 

to teat the obtained frequency means for the Out, In, 

and Recorded variable. The results :for the analyses of 
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varlanoe1 shown in Table XXVII make it quite clear that 

no reliable differenoes were obtained between the mean 

cheating scores of the Out, In, and Recorded conditions 

when.: {a} the scores were normalized and (b) adjusted 

grossly for the group differences due to 1nhib1 tion. 

ANALYSIS OF V ARik\JGTI; OF 
CHI-SCOR.~ ME!ANS FOR POOLED OUT, IN, AND 

ff!iCORDliD VARI.ABLE ABOVJ~ AtID BELOW 
INHIBITION M~DIA11 FO.R ALL CIIEA11' CRITERIA 

Above Median Below .Median 

Cr1ter1on Total Close Distant Total Close Distant 

F 0.104* 0.561 0.435 l,.827 1.497 0 .. 037 

* Ohl-square 

Up to this point the possible e:f'feot of inhi-

bition and, skill were controlled by ad.justing the cheat 

scores, manipulating the uncontrolled vs.riab1e affecting 

these scores, and combining both of these methods. In 

all instances the results were nil and no evidence was 

obtained to substantiate the formulated hypothesis. 

One final u:1ethod of controlling skill and 

inhibition remains to be discussed: matohed groups. 

Here., the W1controllad factor is held constant by 

matching its sco1'es,. as closely as possible, for the 



experlmeµta.l conditions and then testing the scores 

of another variable found in these sets of matched 

data. In this approach the inhibition scores for eaoh 

subjec:t :tn the pooled Out, In, and Reoorcled conditions 

were matched, e.g., a sco2."e of 36 .:; for· the Out con""" 

dit1on was :matched with scores of 34.5 and 36.6 for 

the In and Recorded conditions respectively and so on 

through a.11 subjects. Then, the cheating scores 

corresponding to the inhibition scores were compared. 

The main disadvantage in using this technique, and the 

reason why it was. used last, is that only part or the 

da.ta can be employed since in many instances a score 

on one condition might not have a matching score in the 

other condition. Of the obtained data only 50 percent 

could be used. The advantage of utilizing this technique, 

however, is that groups a.re more precisely ,equated on 

the formerly uncontrolled factor. 

The matching of cheating scores on the basis of 

inhibi t1on scores resulted in eliminating half of" .the 

subjects from each of the three experimental conditions. 

The original ohee.t1ng scores for each condition we~e 

then compared by means of a matched group analysis of 

variance. This was done for each or the three cheat 

criteria. The error term used in this method was not 
the usual within group variance, but the residual variance 

obtained by subtracting from the total variance the sum 

of the between rows and columns variances. This error 
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ter1n takes into account the fa.at that the scores are 

matched across rows as well as for columns and is de-

pe11dent upon the correlation present between the oolunu1a 

scores.. 1\fore concretely, the matched groups analysis of 

variance .for each o.f the three cheat criteria were organized 

as follows; the columns were the Out., In, and Recorded 

conditions wa.ile the rows consisted of the 10 individual 

scores obtained in each qf the three conditions. The 

error mean square was the variance remaining after the 

variance of all the soores,. the sum of :t>ows and the sum 

of columns were aaoounted for.. It was the var.is.nee 

resulting from the eftec:t of the interaction of the 

individual matched scores (rows), with the sum of the 

soores of the experimental conditions (columns). 

TABLE XXVIII 

l\J!Jl.'I'CHED GROUPS AMAlXSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR EACH CHEAT. CRITERION WITlI 

GROUPING·$ ON BASIS OF II'ffiIBITIO'.N 

Total Cheats 
F 
.P 

Cheat ( l) 
F 
p 

Cheat (2 & 3) 
F 
P· 

Between Rows Between Columns 

l.4 
not sig. 
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Th.a F-teat results are given in Table XXVIII. 

The F•ratioa between columns, or between the experimental 

ccindi tions., ere of primary interest. In not one cheat 

criterion did the., means of Out, In, and Recorded eondit1ons 

show any reliable differences. So o:nce again th~ evidence 

provides no substantiation of the hypothesis presented in 

this thesis. The s:t.gnif' icant. F-teats obtained for between 

rows for the total cheats and close oheats criteria reflect 

the f'aet thab there was a positive correlation. between the 

inhibition scores of the subjects, originally the basis 

of matching them. a.nd the particular· cheat criterion 

scores used in the ana.lyais. 

Summart ,of Analysis of .Data: 

At this point it is advisable to recapitulate 

in outline form. the procedures utilized in analyz-

ing the data. First, the means of the Out, In and 

Recorded and the Public-Private variables were com• 

par,:.5d, on each one of the ohes.t criterion. This 

led to ambiguous results becaua e there appeared to 

be other .factors intluenc.ing the cheat scores. The 

results indicated a rejection. of the hypothesis given 

in this thesis but~ at the same time,. showed that the 

scores v,1ere probably affected by sources of variation 

other than those being studied. The second step. was 
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to see what uncontrolled variables were involved. It 

was found that there were differences in skill and 

inhibition w~1.ch seemsd tobe determining the subjects' 

performances. These were individually correlated witll 

each o:f the three cheat criteria. It was discovered that 

al though skill was not directly oorrelate;d with the cheat 

scores, or influenced by the Public-Private oond1 tions, 

it was influenced by the pooleq Out, !n_; a:nc:l Recorded 

aonditionst the boys in one oondition differed in skill 

from those in m1~ther condition. The Inhibition .factor, 

when correlated with the cheat soores, did turn out to 

be a source of unaccounted for variation which needed 

to be adjusted before the cheat soores could be compared. 

By this time it was clear that the Publio•Pri vate 

variable was not dif.ferentiated on the ba.sls of cheat-

ing and most of" the remain:l.ng analysis was made on 

the pooled Otitt In, and Recorded groups. 

The last problem was to ree,:.e.mine tl?,e pooled 

Out., .~ and Recorded variable with the source of 

uncontrolled. variation held consta.nt--namely ~rom 

inh1b1 t1on. This was executed in several ways in 

an effort to get tl~e most valid and reliable under• 

standing of the data. Log e.nd reo5.proeal transforma-

tions were performed to normalize the cheat scores 
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but these were .not successful. The cheat soorea·were dis-

tributed according to whether their corresponding in-

hibition scores were above or below the inhibition 

median. This resulted in a trend apps1tr1rig on three 

of the criteria, but upon testing it waa not signif'icunt. 

The cheat scores were converted into oh1-aquare scores 

and a. complete analysis of the effect of skill a.ncl 

inhibition was then 1nade on these scores but no con• 

olus:tve resttl ts were obtained. Both skill and 1nh:tbi-

t1on Ef.I)peared to be in.t'luencin.g the chi-scores so the 

median method of' controlling variation was applied to 

both and the results, tested by analysis of V&"iance, 

again showed no reliable differences between the pooled 

Out, In and Reoorded cheat saores. The final procedure, 

returning to the original cheat percentage scol."e data, 

were matched on the basis of inhibition and compared 

by means of matched groups analysis of var:la.noe 1 also 

did not reveal any di:f'.ferencea. In all instances the 

analysis of the data resulted 1n a failure to confirm 

the ,hypothesis being tested in the thesis. 
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CHAPTiffi VII 

QUES1.rIONNAIRE DATA 

The central problem of this thesis concerned 

e:,:camin:lng the e.f'feet of temptation on the amount of 

cheating. Ms.inly, as described in the preceding 

data chapters., this involved a qua.n ti tatl ve analysis 

of cheating. The results obtained sat:t.sfied the 

requirements established by the limits of this 

e.xperinient. At this point, in a._71 ef'f ort to further 

an understanding of cheating behavior, acidi tional 

material is presented. This is the qualitative data 

derived from the nine questions asked of the boys 

after they had 11 pla:red the game.n The questions 

imply a more general., total approach to the problem 

of cheating and go somewhat beyond the more rigid 

limits of the actual experiment. 

Originally the questions were asked to reinforce 

the notion that the experiment was a new garne. It ._\VS.a 

thought, however., that a systematic tabulation and com-

parison of responses with cheating s'cores might lead 

to further insights :lnto the problem of cheating 

behavior. The interpretation and system of scoring 

the f:lrst four questions was as follows. 

Question 1: ~hat did you think of the game? 
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This question., and the following three, was considered 

to reflect the child's attitude to the game and his 

interest and motivation to respond. All 60 boys replied 

in one form. or, another., that tho game was "a lot of fun." 

A fev, were less enthus:tastlc in the:tz, replies but all 

agreed tnat they liked it. no scoring problems exist 

in this question. All of the responses were posltive. 

~uestion 2: I'-0 you think other fellows will like 

it? Here it was thought "that even if s. boy did not 

like the game, and even 11' he previously said he did, 

his true feelings about it might come out when he 

was 1ndireot1y asked about 1t. Again there was no 

scoring problem since all the responses were positive. 

'fhe boys were unanimous in their affirmative replies• 

The us1..1al answer was a flat ttyes" or 11yeah. •1 

Question 3: Do you th:tnlt., the gsme should be 

changed? How? This question not only attempted 

di:r•ectly to further the idea that the experimenter 

was the _trying out of a new gs:me for boys, but also it 
attemJ;t ed to sample the boys• true attitudes toward it 
by an even less direct metliod tha.TJ. in question 2. Here 

they were given- permission to gripe, to express their 

frustration, a...".ld in general to criticize the task in a 

more acceptable manner than in any of the first two 
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questions. Of the 60 boys all but four stated that no 

change was needed. Of these four only one actually 

thought a change should be maoe while the remaining 

three merely commented'about adding more to the game. 

Question 4t What kind of games do you like to 

play best of all? It was thought that this question 

would reveal any dissatisfaction which might have 

been caused by playing the game through negs.ti ve 

answers as: ffany game but this" or "more interesting 

games.« Surprisingly, the answers did not differ too 

much and no negativism was evident. Most of them 

were either running-ball-out door or in-door table 

games. ~!any of the boys were carei'ul to include 

in their list the experimental ga:me. A tabulation of 

the responses showed the following pi .. ef'erences: 

(a) active games f'orty boys, (b) passive gaailes nine 

boys, and (c) both types eleven boys. 

In order to '(;est the differences bet .. veen these 

three groups of boys each group was separated according 

to whether a boy 1s cheat score on criterion two and three 

was above or below the median of that criterion. The 

distant oheat response wasused in all the following 

con1parisons since it was considered to measure defin:lte 

cheating responses. The results of this separation gave 
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a 2 x 3 chi-square table where each cell indicated the 

number of boys. Table XX.IX shows these distr:I.bnt:tons. 

An exarnins.tion of this table immediately indicates that 

tho groups -were not differentiated on the ba.s:ts of 
1 J... c 1.eai.a.ng. 

TABLE! XX IX 

CRI•SQ,U~~:E: DISTRIBUTION '11 ABLE 
PRiJFERRED TYPE: OF GAl'tfl:i'.S 00!,/fPARED WITH 

ABOVE OR BELOW 11.'Iffi DIS'l'JJ'J'T CHEAT GRITJ".RION 

AGTIV.l.\; PASSIVE BOTH TYPES T01J;ALS 

Above Median 19 4 '7 50 

Below Median 21 5 4 30 

Totals 40 9 11 60 

From the results of the four questions reported 

so far it ls p~ssible to conclude that nearly all the 

subjects were motivated to perform. Their interest 

was high and generally the lr attitude was positive 

toward the task. No evidence was found to indicate 

that the questions were able to distinguish between 

cheaters and non-cheaters. 

The statistical treatment used in dealing with the 

remaining five questions, listed below, is very similm~ 

to tha.t used in question four. Each question was divided 
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into two or.more groups on the basis of the answers 

and then each group .vas separated with regard to the 

number of boys above or below the distant cheat 

criterion median score. A chi-squar~ analysis was. then 

made of ~hese trequeno.ies. As with. question 4, no 

significant chi ... scores were obtained, indicating tha.t 

these questions also did not differentiate the cheaters 

from the non-cheaters. Although the remaining questions 

do not particularly shed any :further light on the problem 

of cheating., they are briefly presented so that the reader 

can obtain a fuller picture of how the boys responded. 

Q.uestion 5; How did you feel when you mis.sed one'? 

Thia question turned the direction of the interview 

toward feelings and att:lt udes not just related to the 

game but to the more general area or losing and in-

directly, to the frustration possibly associated with 

it. The feelings and attitudes tapped by this question 

fell into four groups: 1. eleven boys who were self 

critical; 2. thirteen who were disappointed; 3. twenty-

tour• who were ind1f'ferent to their loss; and 4. twe1 ve 

who were unable to express themselves • 

. 
Question 6: Did you have any way to help you 

decide whether you won or lost? Pre·sumably this question 

was asked to see if the game gave any clues as to whether 
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or not a response was a winning or losing one; to see 

if the game itself had any detect ·which spoiled playing 

it. On the more psychological level, it referred to 

attempts at exerting control over- cheating. The res-

ponses t11dioated: l. a large ina.j ority of the boys, 

fi.fty•one, did not use or have any system of helping 

them to decide; and 2. of the nine who did> most or 
them used a system which actually had nothing to do 

with the game and it did not really help them. 

Q.ueation 7: Did you make any mistakes? The boys 

were given the impression that th1s question was asked 

to see if the game precipitated eX>:rors; if any blind 

spots existed which the worker d:td not know abotlt. 

Actually, the interest here was to see if the boys 

would sa-y they cheated if it was considered as a 

mistake. The responses fell :i.nto three groups: 
, . 

l. those; thirty-one., who thought they dld make mistakes; 

2. those, sixteen, who thought they did not; and 3. those., 

twelve., who did not know. In the fil .. st group, although 

they stated they made a. mlstake, they usually described. 

it as being not fast enough in hitting the key, or 

missing it. If they did admit in ts.king a token., there 

was usually a~ excuse for doing so. 

Q,ue stion 8: Was it hard sometimes to decide if 
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you won or lost? This question was asked the boys as 

though tho interest was centered on determining whether 

th~ g:mne was too hard s.nd needed more refining., The 

r,zial purpose was an. attempt to lt~arn about _some ot the 

more cogn.itive aspee:ts involved within the situation. 

Of the sixty boys, forty-seven replied that it was hard, 

eleven that it .Was no~, and two did not know. Of the 

boys who felt it was not a hard garae only a few actually 

sald so. Uost of them qtrnlified their answer~, e.g.• 

t11t was pretty close. tt It ls interesting 'that although 

the bulk of "tb.e boys did seem to feel it was a hard 

game., their :notivation to play it was not nega:l:;lvely 

affected. 

Question 9; What did you do wb.en you were un• 

decided? This question was a follow-up of the previous 

one. A~ide fro1:..11. the possible cognitive lm.plications 

it was used as a means of seeing how the boys would 

v~rbnlize their dµ'ficul ties in winning tokens. The 

quest:tc;m was asked of al~ the boys, even of those who 

stated that it was not ha.rd for them to decide. Of 

the group tha.t did have trouble, thirty-one replied 

that when thev were unable to dee ide the-tr did not ' ., 
take o. tolren and waited for the next chance. Of the 

eleven boys Y1ho did not have any difficulty all 

commented that they did not take s.rry tokens except 

for om,. 
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The responses to the questions certainly do not 
give any conclusive evidence to interpret cheating be• 

hav1or. The main conclusion which may be drawn, in 

reference to this paper, :ts that the boys were all 

interested in. the "gamett and they were mot:tvated to 

perform. Beyond this, only trends and questions about 

cheating are evident. The problems of individual 

:motivation) frustration and losing, attempts at pro• 

ject1ng control onto the environment or the situation, 

and how the child sees the cheating situation itself 

and himself in it appear to be integral components 

of cheating behavior. .Perhaps, the exploration of 

these issues will require a. more oblique attack 

such as the use of projective methods. 
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GHAl~ER VIII 

DISCUSSIO:rt, CONCLUSIONS 
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR !i'UR~I:'F.ER lf/ORK 

This thesis has investigated the problem of; 

cheating within air·ou.mscribed limits purposively es-

tablished in order to clarify earlier studies.. The 
J 

importance of understanding cheating goes beyond 
. ' 

abstract psychological theory; it also has direct 
' . 

practical implloations. For example., people have 

associated with this behavior moralistic attitudes 

which frequently have been so generalized that a. 

child found cheating was o.ften considered not only as 

a "bad-boy 0 but also s.s a delinquent, incorrigible 

child. Since the rate of Juve11ile de;inquenc7 has 

been on the inorease in the past ff!nv years,. it would 

seem that the understanding ot cheating and :tts 

implications raises a very practtcal problem. 

The question 0£ whether cheating is an over-all 

character trait was originally examined by Hartshorne 

and May and, as mentioned in other sections of this 

paper, they reported it was not a general trait and 

that the situation itself was a major determiner of 

cheating behavior. Their results have gone unchal-

lenged s.nd the c1 ata about ohs a.ting obtained in other 

studies frequently depended upon and followed their 
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·basic hypothesis concerning the s5.tttational nature 

of cheating. The more :recent research in other areas 

of psychological interest has indicated that behavior., 

suoh as cheating, is more adequately understood when 

some form. of genotypic explanation is em.ployed. It. 

appeared pertinent, then, to utilize thia latter 

conceptual procedure to study cheating. 

The b aaic hypotheses tested in this thesis were 

developed i'roni the proposition that cheating was a 

function ot certain basic aspects of the situation. 

It was thought that if this belief was tenable then 

quantitative differences in ahoat1ng should be readily 

evident if an experimental situation'was varied 1n 

only one aspect I the degree of "tempt ationtt to cheat. 

In doing this six experimental situations, presumably 

differing in their temptation values., were devised 

and compared. ~he key terms; temptation, situation, 

and cheating were all operationally defined. 

The first exrunination of the data of this ex-

periment indicated that the results in no way supported 

the hypothesis origi.nally proposed: the amount of 

cheating was not found to be directly related to the 

degree of temptation in the situation. Iio clear out 

association was .fou..--id to exist between cheating and 
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(a) the probability of being discovered cheating, and 

(b) the public or private 'Character of token-taking 

when it was unearned. It was noticed, however; in 

several of the statistical tests, that the subjects 

in the pooled Recorded condition usually did the 

least amount of cheating, of any of the groups. Also, 

there were lndice.tions .. in this first an~lyais of the 

data, that factors other than those bein.g studied 

appeared to be influencing the cheating scores and 

perhaps giving spurious results. Two factors, skill 

and inhibition, were !.ound to be so involved .. 

. It was considered necessary to control these sources 

ot uncontrolled variation betore making any final oon-

clusions. Skill was considered to be dependent upon 

-v1sue.1•m.otor ability and was defined as: the number 

of wins divided by the sum of all ·dns and losses 

multiplied by 100. In studying the correla tea of 

this variable., it was found to be unrelated to cheating, 

but significantly 1.ni'luenoed by the pooled out, In, and 

•Recorded conditions. JU.though differences in skill were 

not in any way correlated with differences in cheat1ng1 

the more skillful childre11 were those who were placed 

in situations in which there was a. greater probability 

that any of -their cheating behavior would be discove.red. 
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Since the experimental design cUd not include the study 

of skill and it was investigated incidentally to the 

more central pt•oblem, it was not warranted to make any 

further conclusive stataiuents about its relationship 

to cheating. From the information obtained in this 

work. some :probable trends may be pointed out. Skill, 

did not appeax• to affect cheating directly but was 

itself affected by the differences in the experimental 

situations. Thls suggests that skill was not s. deter-

minant and th~t 1 ts fluctuation may have been, related 

to other factors, perhaps perceptual-cognitive or 

personality di ff erenoes. If these a te.tements are 

meaningful, then the following questions would be 

releva.nt to fu-rthering an understandlng of the 
relationship between skill and cheating.. First; How 

does the way a child perceives a situation affect his 

skill? Second: HQ\V are the dif ferenoes in skill which 

are not determined by the perception of the situation, 

related to differences in cheating? 

The variable, inhibition~ was deecribed in terms 

of the number of times s. ch:i.ld failed to award. himself 

a token when he deserved it. The reas(>n for consider-

ing this factor was that it was noticed during the 

experiment that several of the children appeared mo-re 

timid about asking queat1ons 1 in their curiosity, and 
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so torth. It was thought that e. measure of inhibition 

might be derived from the data making it possible ·to study 

the relationship bet\--:een inhibition and ohes.ti'ng. Again, 

as in skill, no appropriate intensive stud:r was made and 

this discussion should be considered mainly as reflecting 

trends for future research. 

Wh.e.n inhibition was .correlated with the amount of 

cheating, it was found that there did exist a positive 

relationship and that in this experiment it had pro• 

bably acted as an uncontrolled influence on the amount 

of cheating done by the children within each of the 

three probability of di.s.covery. conditions. In regard 

to the latter- conditions, only one difference out of 

the three, that between the In and th~ Recorded groups, 

appeared.as significant. There was too little informa-

tion to draw any unequivocal oonolusion.s about these 

results other thru:1 stating ,that inhibition did appear 

to be a. distorting i' actor atfectin.g the cheating scores• 

However, even though it was not possible to indicate 

conclusivel1 the .role of lnhilitition in cheating, 

definitive trends were 111dicated, Sinoe inhibition is 

somehow related to the phenomenon ot cheating, the latter 

certainly oan not be solely situationally deterntl.ned. 

In..h.ibition is 111-cely to be an expression of internal 

or personality variables. Further research is 
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cert.alnly neoessa.ry to answer such questions as: ,vhat 

is the effect of inhibition on the amount of cheating? 

On the kinda of cheating? 

A further and final .analysis of the cheating 

scores j made with inhibition and skill grossly held 

constant, reveaied the same results f'ou.nd in the 

earlier analysis. . Again no coni'ir.mation of our 

hypothesis was obtained. Cheat lng was not quanti tat 1 vely 

related to the differences in the temptation situations 

established in the experiment. The Recorded groups still 

generally ahow·ed the lea.st amount of cheating.__ The 

proble1n now remaining is z how can these results be best 

interpreted? 

Several explanations of the results clearly present 

themselves. Ono of the most obvious concerns the basic 

construct in the study: temptation. 'E.'ven though it was 

adequately and appropriately defined, it appears very 

likely that the situations may not have differed in this 

respect; that the children may not have even seen them 

as tempting. As mentioned p1~eviously;; no consideration 

was ta.ken of the children's phenomenal iden t1:f'toa.tion of 

the "different" situations and it is VGry posslble that 

what was eo~sidered tempting to the worker was not to 

the children. Another factor, relating to the oh1ldren1 s 
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phenomenal worlds and to temptation, is that of motiva-

tion. By means of the questionnaire it was found that 

all the boys positively motivated to 11 p1ay the 

game. tt Still, no measure of this ra.otivation was. made 

$!1d .1 t was not possible to compare it with the amot.:mt 

of cheating nor to equate the groups on this factor. 

It is evident, then, that in order to g&:tn an understanding 

of cheating behavior in children, some account :must be 

taken o.f the children I s phenomenal worlds. 

It is im.po1"tant to point ot,t that on the be.sls 

of the findings of this disse~tation it would be 

faulty reasoning to discount the possible.effect,of 
\ 

temptation on cheating. Although the findings showed 

that the hypothesis was supported, it is not correct 

to atnte that temptation never affects cheating. This 

it seems, would ba belying the observations made every-

day by educe.tors, parents, and othe:rs working with 

children. From the evidence seen in this work, 

especially in the relation of skill to the exper1inental 

si tuat:1.ons, it would seelll th.at temptation 1 ts elf was 

not a constant factor but one which fluctuated :tn many 

ways. 

Another explanation for the failure to obtain 

verif'ication of the thesis ls reflected in the findings 
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that inhibition was positively l"'clated to cheating. 

Atten1pts to control this factor were made bt1.t due to 

the ne.ture of the data only gross approximation.a we1--e 

possible. flihe evidence shows that lr1h:tbit:ton must be . ..........,~ 

cons:idcred e.nd equated .for when c~ce.til":tg is investigated. 

It eeems likely that if this factor had been tmder 

bettei" control, more detiniti'Te results might have 

bee11 cibte.:tned. In an? case, the presence of this 

f's.ctor suggests the possibility that oheati.ng involves 

some aspects of the personal1.ty developm.en.t of the 

child. 

Looking a.t tb.e mo1•e positive finciings of this 

paper, it was mentioned that one group did.; in several 

1natances; allow aign1t1c antly less cheating th~n aey 

of the others. Th.e pooled Recorded group consisted 

of those·boys who knew that all their "game" per.for• 

mano~s were pertmnen.tly roooi.,ded. There does appear 

to be enough ov-idence to i'o~nula:i:ie some conoluaions 

about this group• s perform.an co. vrne:b was unique fo:r 

this group·· was the !'act that no m:rtte1" what. a boy did 

it was definitely discoverable ancl he knew it. In 

the other inatanc0a there always was doubt. When the 

worli::er was out of the roi;:im, the boy 11efvo1" knew whether 

be would return, in 'llO minut¢-sn or be!'ore. 'Wlth the 
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worker in the ·room, the boys rarely knew when the:, 

were or we1"'e not being observed. It would seem .that in 

the latter two situations, the lfstruoture" was quite 

loose _and it was left to ea.oh boy to define the situation. 

In the first instance, the structure was much less of a 

problern and the boy did not have to devote his time to 

setting limits for himself. .Another way of viewi11g this 

is to consider it as a pr•oblen1 in im10r versus outter 

oonti ... ol. li'or example t when the boy knows his cheating 

is discoverable perhaps he feels that he also is relieved 

of the problem of internally controlling his impulses, 

o:r temptation, to choat and he is more a.pt to conform 

anq accept the rostriotions placed on him f:r,om the 

outside.. For the other boys this remtrlns as an unresolved 

conflict. The:r desire an objeot which at times they have 

not earned. Their control is in a continual state of 

f'lwq a.mbi valence dominates and conflict ensues. It is 

highly possible that the variations in the adjusted 

cheat scores, in. the Out and In groups, actually reflect 

not temptation to cheat, but rather an indecision to 

cheat and a state of conflict. 

In the opening chapters of this paper some mention 

was made oon.cerning the methodological problems involved 

in studying cheating. It waa pointed out that: moat 
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of the previous st1,1dies were limi·ted in formuiating 

general co ncluslona because the design of their work 

was too phenoty-pica.l, A 'l'.l!Odified ge11otypical approach 

was suggested and used in this papei". It is felt that 

some i'urthe1 .. discussion of this problem should be ma'de. 

The appearance of the 1:nh1b1tion and skill 

var:tables an-:1 the trends implied in the que stionna.1re 

data suggest what is considered to be a more appro-

priate manner of dealing w:tth cheating. :rt has been 

proposed that a consideration of na:1 ther the situation 

alone nor the person alone oan lead to an adequate 

understanding_ of cheating. Appai-ently it is when the 

situation is •1righttt and the per.son :ts ffset" that 

cheating does occur. This statement has beon more 

adequately f.ormulated to Lewin in his rector and 

topological psychology: be11a.v:tor is a .function of the 

person and the psychologlca.l en~ironment. In addition 

to placing cheating into this sort ot conceptual trrune-

work, we must also view it in genot-srp;c term.a. In using 

a more d1"111amic Ei.ppronoh isolated, descrip't:ive bits of 

material can be more systematically and 0011ceptually 

related. I·i; is thought that only when 'this 1s done, 

that an adequate picture of cheating behavior oan be 

developed. It is suggested that cheating, like other 
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.forms of behavior, develops from a convergence of 

.fJeld .toroea (24}. In st·udying cheating emphasis 

should be placed on t;he 11 present 0 dynamic balancing 

of the personality-environment forces ancl s.tudy made of 

the tension systems created therein. 

Since so mueh has been said about using e. dynamic 

conceptual. approach to stud;;r cheating., it would be most 

proper to present one :possible way of doing this. ·The 

following point of view does not cover all-areas of the 

problem of cheating, e .g,, what is the psyeholog:tcal 

aignif~oarice of oheatit1g oneself? Is that oheatihg? 

\Yhat 1s the effect cf · cheating on the one cheated? It 

represents onl:y- one conceptual point of vlew and as such 

is quite open to cr;t:tolst-i. lt is presented mainly. to 

suggest how the problem m.lght be developed. Since this 

paper has been concerned with cheating in childz;en the 

following treatment will refer specifically to children. 

In the realm of behavior it 1s possible to 

arbitrarily distinguish two kinds t overt and covert~ 

Grossly., all behavior may be placed on one or the 

other of these two categories. In oonsideri,ng cheating 

we are dealing with covert behavior. The one who cheats 

hides it from the one he is cheating, at least while it 

:ls happening., even though others may be aware of what 
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la happening. 1'he word 11hldestt implies that something, 

material or otherwise,• is taken or moved. Cheating, 

then~ may be considered as a form or getting something 

either forbidden, required, and/or f'or self•indulgence. 
:l' 

Fiurther, it is· considered as s. social process involving 

an interaction betweet1. two or more people. Whenever 

cheating occurs there must be someone to do the cheating 
·' . 

and someone who is cheated. rhis also applies when the 

Usomeonett is a group of people or an ins ti tut ion repr.e-

eentative of an ind~vidu~l or a group of people. 

From what haa been de·scribed so tar, some leads 

tor research ln cheating beo01ne evident. J3y- consider-

ing it as a process involving interpersonal relations, 

it would appear from the dev-elopm.ent·a1 aspect that 
' children showing d:lfferonc:es in their social development 

would also reveal differences in cheating. When studying 

children the following relationships might be exanrl.nedt 

(a) child and peer, (b) chilcl and sub-peer; and (c) child 

and authority figures, e.g., parents, teaohers, and other 

adults. 

These statements a.bot1t cheating give the rudiments 

for an oper~tiona.1 definition of cheating couched in 

psychological terms t cheating is a covert ,vay of obtaining 

a particular ·goal 1n a soclStl setting. However, this 
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harcUy d:lffe~entiates cheating ft>om other kinda or goal 
' 

directed behavior. I~ :ts,. therefore; assen tial to 

spee~ty the more necessary and sufficient cond1t1:ons 

underlying it. 

It is essential that_ there exist a goa~ toward 

which the. 1nci1 vidua.1 must be motivated.. This motivation 

need not be positive although the child must respond in 

the direction of the goal: 'he must movo toward the goal 

1~egi"on. An instanoe of this wot1ld be the ta.king of an 

examination even when the child does not want to. The 

potenbittllt7 or withdrawing, fixating; or leaving the 

.field (or the psycholog:tcal situation)., rm.1st be enuded. 
. .. -~ 

If, for exs:rnple, there 1.s, no need to attain the goal or 

:tf it can be avoided b:1 doing something else, then there 

ls no need to c.heat. It is only v1hen these avenues of 

escape are closed, there exists some fo:rm,of inter.f'erenoe 

or blocking of the path .to the goal, and the individual 

must move into the area or the goal, that .cheating can 

become more of a posa1b1lity. ,- ;- ... ; 

the conditions must be narrowed still further and 

the social aspects considered in order to specify the 

particular conditions which che.racteriz$ c,nea.tirtg alone·. 

Specifically, noi"ms, values., and judgments must-be 
- . 

violated. ( It should be_ note_,,.d hell,\ tt.tat it is ~n this 

area that tho mot"al1st1o overtones are most ·usually heard .. } 
" 
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This t11eans that the child must be cognizant of his 

'behavior in .ia con_oretely structm•ed situation. Stated 

more descriptively·, a de.finite path to the goal must be 

clearly 1mown to the p~rson and then It is 

osaent:;a1 that this path be clearly r.im"ked; distinctly 

existing in the phenomenal world of tho one doing the 

cheating. For example, if the child does not know the 

ruJ.ca of the game and he plays it d1i'ferently, he c.an 

not be aecuaed of 

It has been stated that both the path and the 

goal are psychologically relevant in (?heating. The 

definition of cheating, presented above~ mentioned that. 

the incUvidus.l must move into the goe.l region. To this 

can be added.: it is necsssa17 that the valence ( or 

motivation or fol'.ce) attributed to the activity of 

taking the cheating patll or a. prohibited goal be stronger 

the.n the prohibition against it. 

These limits impoaEld by the definition, give rise 

to three alternative ways in ·which the goal a..11cl path 

may be involved in the cheating process. First: There 

are instances in which the phenomenal fiEJlds of ·bhe 

cheater and the one who is cheated., are the same. Here 

there exists· .a commonality i.n the social structurer both 

individuals accept the ·value struoture of the path and 

the goal. This is similar to the s1 tuat1on in which both. 
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individuals ac eept the rules of the garne and they agree 

to play 'it one way. Psychologically_ this involves the 

choice of a path to get an a.oceptabla goal. Chca·t:tng 

occurs when the :path taken .!! the one ;previously 

agreed· upon (li'igure l) .: 

Second: In stnne situations there is a oorres• 

:pondence between the phi;3nom.ena1 fields or the cheater 
and the one being cheated. Here the actual choice -of 

the path ts not the crucial issue. The. individual 

aspires towards a. prohibited goal. He 1a at a choice 

point between attaining a "cheated" goal or one more 

socially approved. The goal 1s forbidden and the 

force toward. the goal is stronger than the opposing 

force away frott1 the goal. This situation dif i'ers from 

the first in that here the path is of lesser importance 

than the mutual agreement that the "cb.eS1ted" goal ought, 

not 'be obtained. For ex.smplei a ch.lld is told he must 

not play in a sand box but -worlr with paper. /.J.though 

he agrees to this 11• he gradually moves closer and closer 

to the s&'1d and finally is 0 acoldently" playing with 1 t. 

The approved goal ls to work with the paper and the 

prohibited one 1s to play·wlth the sand (Figure II). 

Third: In this alternative the phe_nomenal fields 

for the one doing the cheating and the one being cheated 
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FIGURE I 

REPRESENTATION OF CHEATING WHEREIN 
VALUE STRUCTURE OF SITUN11ION IS 

ACCEPTED BUT NOT ADHERED TO 
AND A CHEATING PATH IS USED 

) [:] 

Pi is the agreed upon path to 
be used 1n order to obtain goal, o. 
A2 is the path not agreed upon; not 
1n the rules of the game. B1 is the 
barrier to be overcome in order to 
reach G. Bg 1s easier barrier to 
overcome, but also outside of the 
rules of the game. Cheating occurs 
when P2 is used to attain G. 
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.FIGURE II 

REPru,:s1rnTNI1ION OF CHRATING WEEREIN 
VAL'tr.:t S1.rRUCTUR'B; OF SITUATION IS . 

ACCEP1'1::D BiY.:C 1W'l' ADHERhD TO 
AND A CI!Bt\T:SD GOAL OB'JlAilfE:D 

PAPER I + 
> 

Child (C) agrees to play with 
paper {G1) but there is e. more posi-
tive valance (f) for him to play 
with the sand (G2). Cheating occurs 
when he moves towards G2 and away 
f'rom G1" 
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di!f'e.??; a discrepancy exists. Here the individual does 

11ot Ltocept the value structure and therefore also not 

tho path. The situation is im.pouecl upon him and he 

considers it as an ego-alien force. One which he is 

in but doe.a not feel he·. is actually a pa.rt of 1 t • He 

isolates the value orgsniza.tiori :tn the situation .as 

though ft were not 1neant for him. This is frequently 

se.en when a child feels that .an tmf'1ir condition is 

placed on hfan_. e .• g., the test asked for materlal wh1oh 

he was told it would not be noeesaa1~y to study• This 

is also frequently seen tn adultst when they have. to 

fill out their income ... tax for1ns and they try to 11 get--

away-wi th-it0 with the notion that it is something they 

have to do but it has 1itt1e to do with their beliefs 

a.bout it ancl the ref ore it is not 0 reall}1' 11 a part of 

them.. tJ.lh:ta aort of thi11k1ng ls often seen in the 

process of rationai:lzation (Figure III)• 

Thie general conceptual formulation of cheating 

can now be s u.m.marized. Flrst, what is chea°? ing? A 

covert violation of social norms in order to attain a 

required goal. Second, what 1s the neoessa1~ conditions 

for ft to occur? The individual must move in th.e dlr• -
ection of the goal region a.11d this is accomplished in 

either of the three following ways: ( a) accepting the 
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FIGURS: III 

REPRESEl~AT!ON OF CREATING WR.t'JlEIN 
VALUE STRUCTURE OF SITUATI011 

IS UOT ACCgPTED 

,r -, -~- -7\ 
/ I G / - ·-:::::: :::::::::.. I \ - - == ~$2\ 

(-_I,_ ~~k~_L1 
I I I I 
I ,__ _____ ----\ I 

I G < 

S1 is the actual imposed situa-
tion which has rigid, defined boundaries 
and the way to perform is sharply del.:. 
ineated. S2 is the child•s transposed 
situation wherein the way to perform 
1s undifferentiated. The goal (G) is 
the same for both situations. Cheating 
occurs when the child develops S2 arid 
in it he performs s:a though any path is 
per~issible to attain o. 
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psyeholcgical ve.luc atruc·:m1"0 of a. given situation but 

usine; a non-aoc~1ptable pa th; { b) accepting the psycho-

logioo.l i.ralue structure of a g:tv0n situation but choosing 

a disapproved goal; snd (c) not accepting the ps:tcholo--

g1oal va.lue st:ructu.:re of u given situation and ·:teolating 

tba imposed value organization. 

The above conceptual outline is certainly not 

presented a.s a complete, s:;rs tomatio representation of 

cheating. Nor is it considered to be the ftf:tnal word" 

in e:icpla:tning cheating. It does allow, however., a chance 

to reexamine the exper:tment executed in this paper from 

a new :point of V'iew. We might now consider cheating not 

a.s a character problem but as a mode cf dealing with 

psyohologieal or physical barriers. In addition we might 

:retain our orig:tna.l hypothesis., cheating ie a function 

of temptation; defining temptation. in terms of psychologi-

cal pr-ocesses •. For example, the temptation v-alues n1ay 

be varied by adjusting the forces existing between the 

acceptable goal, the "chentean goal, and the oh11d. or, 
ten1ptation may differentially a.f:t'ect cheating when it 1s 

defined as being a part of the psychologicnl value 

structure or a given situation. What is being pointed 

out 1s that there is no simple way of consldering tempta-

tion. In our exi:)eriment we defined it in operational terms 

on the basis of prior phenomenologizing. It "aeemedH that 
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our situations ffshou1at1 dltf-0r in temptation value., 

th9ugh we had no way of to~t:tng temptation_ in individual 

cases. 

There remains many questions \Vh1ch thi~. paper has 

not dealt with. No doubt the above formulation and 
oonceptua.l presentation of viewing oheati1.1g wi.ll not 

be $.Cceptnble to many. I!owever, it is felt that the 

m.aj or contribution or this paper has been to point o,lt 

tha:t the-probl-em<o:e cheating was not a s:lmple one and 

to high-light the need for stud:;ing it f'rom a more 

psycholog1eal., conceptual fra.'n.e-work. 
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CHAPT~R IX 

SU:MttARY 

The purpose of this thesis was two fold. 

Specifioa.lly, 1 t set out to test cheating as a function 

of temptations• More_ generally, it attempted to. demon-

strate the inadequacy of using a phenotypioal approach 

to study cheating. The experimental design included 

devising six ~.xperimental situations whioh·presumably-

dit'fered as to their temptations values. Chea.ting, 

situation., and temptation were operationally defined 

in terms of tt1e experiment. 

Sixty subjects, all 10 year-old boys, from the 

same elementary school were rando1nly placed in the 

aix experimental situations. All the children were 

told that the experiment was a. new game and the~f Vlere 

all asked tp.e same list of nine questions afterwards. 

This was done to perpetuate the notion that the 

experiment was a game. The ~•game" involved an -electri-

cally controlled reaction time devioe which automatioally 

made a set of four different colored. lights go on and 

off. By pressing a telegraph key, before a light went 

off, a child won the trial and was then allowed to take 

a token. After the game was over these were exchanged 

for marbles which the boys kept. Cheating occurred it 
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the child awarded himseif a token when he did not nbea.t" 

the lights. The game recorded the exact performance ot 
eaoh ohild. This gave a continuous reoord upon which all 

cheats were easily identified. Cheats separatea: into 

three types: thoae which may have been legitimate errorsJ 

those which were unquestionably cheats; and both groups. 

combined or the total cheats. 

The experimental conditions were baeed on the 

probability of discovery: the more possible it was to be 

caught cheating tbe less tempting it would be to cheat. 

Two approaches were used. First., the aitua.tion was varied 

three wa.ys: havtng the exam1ne3: at one time, out of the 

room; at another time .in the room; -and at s~ill another 

tirae # the examiner in the room and the boy told his work 

was being recorded... Second ,each of the above three 

situations were varied two ways: by- changing the 

receptacle into which a tokeJ+ fell: once it was a set 

of plastic bags which cushioned the token as it fell, and 

no noise was made; and the other time the token fell 

onto a. tin oup and loud noises resulted. A particular 

experimental condition consisted of one variation from 

each of the above two approaches to possibility of 

discovery. The six conditions resulting were as 

follows: 
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l. Out-Public 
2. Out-Private 
3~ :tn~Pttblic 
4. · !n-,Pri vat e 
5. R:ecorded-,Public 
s. Recorded-Private 

In. ~a.ch condition ten boys were used. The 

results showed a large variation in, cheating. ,Even 

though sever.al different statistical approaches were 

used n~ substantiation of the hypothesis, that cheating 

was a function of temptation, was found• No systematic 

differences in cheating were found to pa related to 

situational differences. A trend was seen however, 

children cheated less when they were definitely a.ware 

that·their performance was discoverable. -
The six experimental conditions were pooled and 

just the Out, In; and Recorded groups and then just the 

Public and Private groups were separately studied. Thia 

also did not show up any signifieant results, outside of 

the pooled Recorded groups a.gain. ·~owing the least cheating. 

In the eou~se of examining the data 1t was found 

that. factors of skill and inhibition wer.e involved in 

the experiment aa sources of uncontrolled variation. 

The former did not directly affect cheating but was 

influenced by the variablet probability of cUsoovery. 

The latter was found to be affecting the cheating scores. 

The effects of this uncontrolled variable were then 
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eliminated: by ·means ot ver:l.ous statistical treatn1ents 

and the ndju~·ted cheat scores reevaluated.. There was 

no ohange in the eonolus:tons 1ndlcated. above. The 

final analysis of the data resulted in· the .following 

oonelusions c 

l. Although no evidence was found to substantiate 
the h;!poth.ests., there was no c.onclus1ve ·con-
traindicative .evidence. 

2. Cogn:tti.ve factors appeared to be involved with 
cheating and must be reckoned with when study-
ing ohoating. 

5, In several instanoea the pooled Reoorded 
condition showed significantly less cheating,. 
It was suggested that·thia was refle(1tive of 
a ·diffBrence ln outer and inner control all:long 
the children in the different experimental 
groups and th£<.t for the out and In groups, 
the cheat scores may indicate indecisiveness 
a.~d a state of aonfl:ict. 

4. A·further examination or cheating behavior 
would bo most fruitful :tf a more dynamic~ 
conceptual approach is used. One auch approach 
was briofl:v outlined. 

In discussing the conclusions 1t was especially 

pointed out that the factor of temptation as studied 

in this experi':'.l1ent, may no~ in actual:t ty have been one 

of temptation. That is, what the ~xperiment considered 

as tempting ( and differences in tempting sit\.u1tions )., 

may not have been phsnomenally temptations to the boys 

who perfori'.!lad in ea.oh particular condition. Another 
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fact, that of mot:1vat1on to per.t'o~,., was considered a11d 

it was indicated that it was essential to. equate the 

subjects on this before testing for differences in aheat• 

ing. As a final statement it appears pertinent to 

indicate again that on the basis or the findings of thia 

dissertation it would be faulty reasoning to totall-;r 

discount temptation by saying it never affects cheating. 

Not only would this belie the observations o.t" every ds.y 

experience but also it wduld not be W!:trranted on the basis 

of the da.ta. collected. The date. snggasted that te111ptation 

itself was: not a constant factor but one which fluctuated 

in many ways. 
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APPENDIX 
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1. 
.2. 
3~ 
4. 
5~ 
6~ 
7~ a; 
9. 

10. 

1. 
2~· 
3. 
4~ 
5; 
6. 
7~ 
8~ 
9~ 

10. 

1, 
2~ 
3, 
4~ 
5, 
6. 
7. a. 
9~ 

10. 

OUT-PUBLIC 
TA.RJ~N NOT 

4 
12 

6 
19 
16 

4 
12 

7 
5 
2 

IN-PUBLIC 
TA.KEN rJO'.P 

8f 
15' 

3 
3 

14 
19 
21 

4 
1 

1$ 

TAB!& XXX 

WIN RESPONSES 

RAW DATA 

-
T.Alv1ili 
14 1. 

2 2~ 
·1 3 .. 
3 4~ 
8 5. 
5 6. 

16 ·7. 
12 a. 
11 9. 

5 10, 

TJ\IBN 

8 1. 
9 2. 
2 3~ 
l 4. 
3 5. 
2 6 •. 
1 7,, 
0 s·~ 
0 9. 
0 10. 

_;::·::,'<• .. 

RECORDED-PUBLIC 
_ .. _,_,.,,,,,.c_ 

r1l .(\.l(lj;J{ Nar TAKL<1N 

4 17 1. 
0 0 2. 
9 25 3. 
9 22 4. 

11 19 s. 
9, 15 s; 
8 9 '7. 

30 4 8~ 
35 3 9. 
ll l 10. 
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OUT-PH.IV A!i1E 
. 'l'.AKF.lM nor· TAKEN 

l 3 
8 6 
1 1 
9 9 
2 ·2 
4 5 

31 5 
20 .2 
19 l 

4 0 

IN-PRIVATJ~: 
TAEEN MOT TAfillM 

7 8 
8 12 

10 19 
13 l 
40 4 
22 2· 
24 5 
35 6 
15 9 

9 7 

RBGOHDED-PR IV ATg 
1l1 AJ:C~N NCYl1 TAKIT.N 

6 18 
7 28 

19 16 
12 11 
28 26 
11 8 
15 8 
31 14 
25 2 

2 0 



1. 
2. 
3. 
4~ 
5~ 
6'. 
7~ a·. 
9. 

10·. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6,. 
7,. 
8. 
9 :e 

10. 

TABLE XXXI 

Ou"T-PUBLIO LOSS 
R;,:SPONS:F1S RAW DAT A 

TilKEN NO'r TAlmN 
Cheat Criteria Other Cheat Criteria Other 

1 2 3 Reply l 2 3 Reply 

0 5 0 2 4 25 l 11 
9 14 4 8 8 2 l 6 
6 26 l 2 3 16 l 4 
9 3 0 l 13 10 0 8 
7 7 0 0 10 6 0 12 
4 12 0 3 5 23 0 10 
2 3 2 l 18 8 2 2 
'7 0 0 3 30 7 0 0 
9 6 0 l 16 ·12 2 4 
3 2 0 0 11 36 3 4 

TABLE XXXII 

OUT-PRIVATE LOSS 
RESPONSES RAW DATA 

'l1Aiunr UO'l' T AKD~N 
Cheat Criteria Other Cheat Criteria Ot;her 

l 2 3 Reply l 2 3 Reply 

8 0 1. 0 25 12 0 16 
17 0 0 l 18 10 0 6 

5 0 0 2 30 9 0 18 
2 0 0 1 28 4 0 13 
8 5 2 2 20 17 3 5 

10 0 0 3 23 1 0 20 
7 1 0 0 20 l 0 ., l 

23 2 0 0 6 2 0 11 
19 2 0 0 14 9 r 1 

8 1 0 0 13 8 1 31 

The column OTTIER REPLY refers to the times 
a child did not hit the telegraph key or 
his performance otherwise did not fit the 
scoring criteria. This material was not 
analyzed since ~hese data \'Vere too sparse. 
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l. 
2. 
3~ 4;. 
5~ 
6~ 
7 ti' a., 
9.' 

10.· 

1. 
2. 
3 .. 
4. 
5.· 
6 •. 
7 .; 
a ... 
9 •' 

10.; 

Cheat 
l 

12 
8 
5 

12 
13 
13 
19 
19 

7 
32 

TA.KEU 

TABLE XXXI II 

It~-PUBLIC LOSS 
RESl?OlifSES RAW PATA 

uo11 TAKr~ 

Criteria Other Cheat Criteria 
2 3 

6 1 
3 0 
2 0 
8 0 
4 0 

12 0 
14 l 
28 l 
18 1 

8 0 

TAKfi;N 

Reply 1 2 

3 113 9 
0 6 23 
0 14 17 
6 5 12 
l 15 9 
l 9 5 
0 3 6 
l 2 8 
0 2 12 
l 3 10 

TABLE XXIV 

IN~PRIViWI~ LOSS 
RESPONSES RAW DATA 

3 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 

NO'!' TAEEN 

Cheat. Criteria Other Oh.eat Criteria 
·l 2 3 Reply 1 2 5 

3 0 0 0 17 14 0 
4 2 0 1 25 7 l 
2 l 0 0 00 12 0 
8 4; 0 0 20 16 0 

11 3 0 0 3 4 0 
5 5 0 0 13 17 0 

10 2 0 1 13 2 0 
6 l 0 0 15 1 0 
9 3 1 l 18 2 0 
3 0 0 1 '7 5 0 

... 140.,. 

Other 
Re:ply 

0 
4 

23 
19 

7 
5 
1 
2 

25 
0 

Other 
Reply 

17 
6 
2 
4 
l 
2 
9 
2 
8 

34 



l'. 
2' • 
3~ 
4'~ 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5'. 
6. 
7. 
8'. 
9·. 

10. 

TAKEU 

TABLE XXXV 

RECORDED-PUBLIC LOSS 
RESPONSES RAW DATA 

NOT TAtCEU 

Cheat Criteria Other Cheat Criteria 
l 

0 
0 
2 
1 
5 
9 
3 

16 
9 

10 

Cheat 
l 

0 
l 
4 
5 
1 
4 
9 
7 

16 
4 

2 3 

l l 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 0 

TAEE!T 

Reply 1 2 

0 38 2 
0 6 0 
0 24 6 
0 19 4 
0 24 5 
0 19 8 
1 30 7 
l 5 2 
1 7 2 
0 6 13 

TABLE XX.XVI 

RECORD:E:D-PRIVA'l'E LOSS 
RESPONSES RAW DATA 

3 

0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 

NOT TAJrr!iN 

Criteria Other Cheat Criteria 
2 3 Reply l 2 3 

0 0 1 19 20 0 
2 l 0 19 7 0 
3 0 0 20 3 0 
0 0 0 13 19 0 
1 0 1 5 0 0 
0 0 l 3:5 8 0 
4 0 2 14 6 0 
0 0 l 10 1 0 
7 0 0 6 4 1 
2 0 0 6 11 2 
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Other 
Reply 

3 
60 

4 
11 

l 
5 
8 
7 
'7 

25 

Other 
Reply 

2 
1 
1 
6 
4 
l 
8 
2 
5 

39 



• 

FIGURE IV 

SAMPLE OF 

A RLCORD 

The left hand side shows when a light 
went on and 1ts duration, as measured 
by the length of the mark. Also on 
this side ia seen the mark made when 
a token was taken. On the right alde 
are the marks made when the telegraph 
key was hit. A win oocured when the 
latter mark tell within the range ot 
the mark made by the light when it was 
on. 

• 14.la • 
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